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EDITORIAL: EQUALITY LONG OVERDUE
By: Brenda Cooke
n May 2008, I became the editor of the looking for work or have given up.
Canadian Blind Monitor (CBM). John Rae
had done an admirable job for several years Another well-known fact is that people with
and I recognize he will be a tough act to follow, disabilities are more likely to be abused in some
but I look forward to the challenge, and to way. If they were in a position to manage their
working alongside all the people who contribute own lives and money, and did not have to rely on
tirelessly to producing a publication that readers charity and the kindness of others to assist them
can enjoy, and of which the AEBC can be proud. with daily tasks, it’s likely instances of abuse
would be drastically reduced. They would be
The CBM will continue to be an educational able to hire the help they need and pay for the
tool and a medium for information sharing. goods they want, and if they received
Readers will continue to have the opportunity to unsatisfactory service, they would have the
exercise critical thinking and to develop their power and money to hire someone else.
philosophy and ideas about
Instead, most people with
social justice issues regarding
disabilities are forced to live by
people with disabilities. I invite
the “beggars can’t be choosers”
parents and educators of
saying, which puts them in very
students at all levels to use any
vulnerable situations.
of the material to stimulate
thinking and debate. In this
Contributing to the economy
issue on economics, readers
from the front line usually
will find articles on such things
implies that one is employed
as employment, education,
and is a consumer who has
poverty and technology, all of
power, choice and
which play a role in the lives of
independence over goods and
people with limited or no vision
services. Quite often the
and their participation in the
reverse is the case--being a
world around them--a world that
ward of a system where others
is driven by the almighty dollar. Brenda Cooke - Editor of the control and make decisions on
what you can and cannot do.
Canadian Blind Monitor.
People with disabilities, by
Until capable people with
their very existence, contribute to the economy, disabilities, be they employed or on Social
though they are seen as beneficiaries and Assistance, have the opportunity and freedom
burdens most of the time. Some have jobs, to say how they want to live their lives and make
businesses and property, buy high-end goods their own decisions, there will not be true
and services, and enjoy an upper middle-class independence and equality.
lifestyle. Most folks with disabilities have to
purchase goods and services from doctors, The obvious benefit of persons with disabilities
teachers, landlords, grocers, clothing stores having sufficient income and being in control of
and so on, who in turn pay taxes and buy other their own affairs is higher self-esteem and pride.
goods and services. If you were to ask people They wouldn’t have to face as much paternalism
with disabilities, however, most would rather from the people around them because they
contribute from the front line as wage earners would no longer be treated as charity cases.
and equal consumers, with all the problems and When people are participating in the economy
privileges that entails. Of the over 400,000 from the front line, the community also benefits,
working-age blind and partially sighted persons in that there would be less demand for health
in Canada, half are either unsuccessfully and social services. People with disabilities

I
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would be happier and healthier, and these types
of people are much more likely to give back to
their communities--financially and through
volunteerism.

whatever charity dollars are out there and
whatever resources governments can spare.
How is ours a just society when, for some
people, meeting basic needs is a consistent
struggle and respect for human rights is
Do you think it might be possible that, inconsistent for those unable to fend for
subconsciously, service providers keep us themselves?
needing their services because they fear for
their jobs? Let’s hope not. There are many other Around the time of the International Year of the
types of work needed in our world for which Disabled (1981), persons with disabilities
people could train, in the same way that those in wanted to be treated the same as their nonthe fossil fuel industry will be phased into other disabled neighbours in the hopes that we would
kinds of employment. Most of the people who get jobs like them, but it hasn’t happened.
provide services have way more choice of jobs-- Twenty-eight years later, about 50 percent of
at least the non-disabled ones. It’s equally blind people are still unemployed, and at least
important for organizations and government that many live below the poverty line across
departments concerned with
Canada.
disability to have the means
to be effective in what they
The province of Ontario
do; yet they are often the first
recently released its strategy
to feel the pinch in bad
on poverty based on 12 years
economic times. Most of us
of studies, but it contained
know it’s nearly impossible
nothing for persons with
to do anything without
disabilities who do not have
m o n e y, n e v e r m i n d
children. We don’t need any
organizations of workers
more studies and it is no
who face endless barriers.
longer reasonable to lump
people with disabilities in with
Traditionally, people are
the non-disabled. In the
John Rae - Former Editor of
more inclined to donate or
article, A Path to Financial
the Canadian Blind Monitor.
grant funds to organizations
Freedom (later in this issue),
that provide direct services
what struck me was that a
or goods to the disabled, but what about person with a disability receiving ODSP (Ontario
consumer groups that have an open Disability Support Program) would need a 46
membership, are democratically structured, and percent raise in benefits just to reach the poverty
which monitor services and advocate for line, and that would still not include the extra
appropriate change? Government and service costs of things specific to their disability. Do
organizations often lack effective mechanisms people in poverty not pay the same for a loaf of
for consumer input, which means others make bread and a carton of milk as government
the decisions instead of the individuals with officials who enjoy regular cost of living
disabilities themselves. In a truly just society, increases?
equal funding would be available to groups
representing the voice of consumers and to Capable working-age persons with disabilities
service providers alike.
and profoundly disabled people subsisting
below the poverty line are tired of waiting. They
To make matters worse, service provision and want enough money to live, not just survive. As it
consumer groups are at the mercy of the is, they are given a life sentence of poverty,
economy. At the best of times, people with which is only one small step above letting them
disabilities receive the bare minimum, and when rot in institutions. Living below the poverty line,
the economy is rocky, they are at the whim of from the cradle to the grave, is undue hardship
4 Canadian Blind Monitor

and torturous. Do Canadians with disabilities
have to do something drastic to draw attention to
their cause (see Hunger Strikers Win Aid for
Disabled later in this issue)? An economy is only
doing as well as the poorest people in it--or so I
heard.
Language also plays a role in the acceptance,
equality and participation of persons with
disabilities. Why would employers, for example,
want to hire anyone who is blind if they
constantly hear and use words that imply pity
and helplessness? I don’t claim to have “perfect”
language myself, and I certainly don’t want
others to become so self-conscious they are
afraid to speak. Unfortunately, intelligent and
well-meaning people are unknowingly
contributing to the “second-class citizenry” of
persons with disabilities by using language that
is negative, out of date, and perpetuates myths
and misconceptions. While other movements
have come a long way in changing the way
people think and speak, vocabulary in reference
to disability still needs work.

I want to express my deep appreciation for the
valuable information in articles we receive for
the CBM, as well as those we reprint. Here also,
language can be inappropriate. For instance,
articles might refer to people “suffering” from
blindness or vision impairment, or to people
“with sight problems.” After rehabilitation and
training in adaptive skills, however, it is seldom
that limited vision causes suffering.
Furthermore, it is not lack of sight itself that is a
problem, but outdated language, negative and
patronizing attitudes, and inaccessible
products, services and environments. Instead of
“sight problem,” the terms “sight loss,” “limited
sight,” or “low vision” could be used. All I ask is
that we be more mindful of what is said and
written.
With all that in mind and until we meet again, I
invite you to look for the next issue of the
Canadian Blind Monitor sometime in the spring
of 2009, when we will feature--in very broad
terms--the theme of wellness.
Best Wishes.

EXPERIENCES OF A SCHOOL BOARD well-rounded school program were also part of
my platform. From this position, my 2002 school
TRUSTEE
board trustee campaign began.
By: Ross Eadie

Editor's Note: Ross Eadie has worked in many
political campaign positions in ten elections
since 1998, including as official agent and
campaign manager. For more information, visit
www.rosseadie.ca and follow the biographical
link.

T

he Seven Oaks School Division in
Winnipeg, where our sons are enrolled,
presented an opportunity to prove that I
could win an election and be an effective
politician. For years I had advocated for
community access as someone who is blind and
as a community member. I also believe a
community effort needs to be utilized in
delivering a public education to all kids,
including those with disabilities. The use of
schools by community groups, better
graduation rates for aboriginal students, and a

This campaign was one of the loneliest of my
political career, as running for a school board
position is not a priority because city council
runs at the same time. Nevertheless, I hooked
up with a first-time candidate who I met through
the local Labour Council. Although she had no
idea what kind of an effort was required to win an
election, she had some money and I had the
know-how. Since her family and work put high
demands on her time, she recruited kids and
teenagers to deliver pamphlets, while I usually
found myself alone searching for doorbells,
knocking on doors and trying to find mailboxes.
The Honourable Gord MacKintosh, Member of
the Legislative Assembly for the area, said he
had seen me campaigning and was proud of a
New Democrat with such courage. But I
wouldn’t say courage--obsession. This drive
helped me win a seat as a trustee.
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I was concerned there might be a big
difference between my vision of public
education and that of the other eight Board
members. My belief was that not enough effort
was being put into inclusion of students and staff
with disabilities, and I assumed I would have to
fight for blindness-related accommodations for
myself, but I was very surprised at what I found.
Management was already considering
computerizing the whole Board agenda and
meeting-related documentation. In fact, Seven
Oaks was one of the first in Manitoba to go
totally electronic. To accommodate, a more
powerful laptop was purchased for me. Now I
could listen to the over 180 pages of information
for each formal Board
meeting, held at least once a
month during the school year,
and an average of 20 pages
for many other meetings I
attended. In addition,
architectural drawings and
pictures of new schools were
described for me, and lastminute papers read aloud for
all trustees.

Addressing the concerns of learners who face
barriers also requires critical thinking and an
openness to new ideas. Seven Oaks attempts
to keep this focus at all times. During my term as
trustee, I believe I provided a respectful
consideration of administrator, teacher,
paraprofessional, secretary and custodian
needs, while reminding people it is the student
we are there to serve.

My experience as an advocate in the disability
community was valuable in assisting me to
perform my trustee duties, as in helping me to
maintain “focus” and “balance.” One of my more
enjoyable tasks was hearing about and
allocating time for school and teacher proposals
to take on professional
development research and
study--amazing proposals
dealing with the inclusion
direction of the Seven Oaks
School Division. My
impression was my questions
were highly appreciated by
proponents. When the
Manitoba Association of
School board Trustees, of
which I was a member, asked
My Board peers and I turned
me to represent it on a
out to have a similar vision of
consultation committee set up
public education. Everyone
to implement a new public
Ross Eadie signs on as a
was interested in inclusion for
school law ensuring an
School Trustee in 2002.
all people in the Seven Oaks
appropriate education for
School Division, though it is not easy to put this exceptional students, I accepted. I wanted to
into practice, even with a consensus. I was make an impact and improve the education
included in the work of the School Division at the system, in Seven Oaks and beyond.
same level as the other trustees, and there was
no pressure for me to only focus on inclusion for Seven Oaks fully included me when I didn’t
students and workers with disabilities, although think it would happen. I am so grateful.
I did take on a number of these issues. Everyone respected the effort I put into my role,
Throughout, my approach was to use humour to and on my retirement they demonstrated their
make my colleagues feel at ease, and they were appreciation with applause--very humbling. My
quite receptive.
days as a school board trustee were some of the
best, not to mention fulfilling, of my life. A second
Being a school board trustee is a complex and term would have been most appropriate but I
wide-ranging job, as you balance voter decided to run for City Council, where the pay is
concerns with the needs of students, parents full-time. My family needs a home and other
and staff. It is easy to get bogged down by the resources for a good quality of life. Too bad we
interests of others when the reason public cannot be paid monetarily for all the volunteer
school exists is to educate our students. advocacy we do on a daily basis!
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ADAPTATIONS ALL AROUND
By: Janet Hunt
Editor’s Note: Janet Hunt is Secretary of I enrolled in a course on JAWS (Job Access for
AEBC’s Winnipeg, Manitoba Chapter.
Windows) screen-reader basics to learn
Microsoft Word, Excel and other applications,
n 2009, I will celebrate 30 years of while MPI researched adaptive technology and
employment with Manitoba Public Insurance suitable positions within the company. Since it is
(MPI). For ten of those years, I have been so large, there were several options for me in
totally blind. MPI is a Crown Corporation, and as the clerical field. My employer also funded the
such I enjoy the benefits and security of a purchase of the JAWS program for my work
“government job”--a strong union, better than computer, and gave me authorization to load a
average wages, Blue Cross health coverage, copy onto my home computer (and recently my
and good opportunities for advancement. I new laptop), sparing me the expense.
didn’t realize how fortunate I was until I was
diagnosed with Type 1 diabetes, six months Eventually, I accepted a position in the Bodily
Injury Rehabilitation Department, which is
after I was hired.
responsible for coordinating workplace
accommodations and training
Over the next 17 years, I
for accident victims to facilitate
experienced many diabetic
their return to work. My cocomplications, and my work
workers are dedicated to
performance often suffered.
rehabilitating claimants and
MPI had the resources to grant
securing necessary training
me sick leave when necessary,
and adaptive devices for them.
and modify my job duties to
Who better to appreciate the
accommodate my frequently
inevitable bumps in the road
unstable condition. I doubt that
ahead for me?
private businesses could have
afforded to be as generous.
The week before I returned to
work,
I attended a department
Eventually, I lost sight in both
staff
meeting,
where I had an
eyes to diabetic retinopathy
Janet Hunt on a bicycle.
opportunity to explain guide
and went on Long-Term
dog
etiquette
and
answer their questions. We
Disability (LTD). For the next three years, I
covered
everything
from people not distracting
remained in contact with the MPI Human
Resources Department while I learned how to a working dog to identifying themselves by
perform activities of daily living without sight. HR name when saying hello to me. This was one of
followed my progress through home the best things we could have done, as we
management training, orientation and mobility eliminated a lot of the awkwardness that could
lessons, and the acquisition of a guide dog, not come from being in an unfamiliar situation and
not knowing how to act.
to mention dialysis treatments.

I

I had the option to stay on LTD indefinitely, but
the department was committed to finding me a
suitable position if I chose to return to work. I had
every intention of returning, but before you
assume I’m a workaholic or a career woman, I
must confess that my incentive was to reclaim
my social life--most of my friends work for MPI!

Although I returned to a lower paying position,
MPI paid me at my former wage, but it was
“frozen” until annual cost of living increases
allowed the pay scale to catch up. Fast-forward
ten years. I still work in the same department,
although the job duties have changed and we
have progressed from Dictaphone machines to
digital recorders. Since I am not particularly
Canadian Blind Monitor 7

ambitious and I am not interested in promotions
at my age, I am quite satisfied with my position
and job duties. As a result, I have not pursued
many of the in-house training courses. For those
I have attended, a computer equipped with
JAWS was available, but the course instructors
taught using “mouse” techniques while I
muddled through using the keyboard. I have
listened to Power Point presentations that were
difficult to follow, and printed course materials
were not always available in alternative formats,
or I received them weeks later.

adaptive technology, I find there is a tendency to
implement new or upgraded computer
programs without considering accessibility. I am
often expected to come up with my own
solutions, or continue to use old systems until
they get around to addressing the problem. I am
also finding that the manufacturers of adaptive
technology are having difficulty keeping up with
the ever-increasing number of new computer
programs and operating systems on the market.
As MPI looks ahead to the future, I have real
concerns that I may be left behind.

Access to Information has improved with the
introduction of the corporate “Intranet,” an
internal website containing everything from
office procedures and in-house course
calendars to an employee buy and sell bulletin
board. It’s quite accessible apart from the PDF
documents. When I find something
inaccessible, I hound them unmercifully.
Despite the company’s willingness to provide

In areas other than technology, MPI continues
to work towards equal access and providing a
safe and respectful work environment. Although
MPI promotes diversity in the workplace, I am
not aware of many disabled employees in the
higher paying jobs. Perhaps this will change
once a few motivated and computer-savvy
disabled young people get their foot in our
corporate door.

BRAILLE KEY TO SOCIAL AND
ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY

J

Over 180 years ago, Louis Braille revolutionized
the lives of people who are blind, deaf-blind and
vision-impaired, with his invention of a simple
system of six raised dots. Used in various
combinations, the six dots can be used to form
letters of the alphabet, musical notations,
chemistry symbols, numbers and punctuation,
and can be read by touch or by sight.

anuary 4th is the birth date of Louis Braille, the
inventor of braille, and marks International
Braille Day around the world. Braille literacy is
the key to social and economic opportunity,
according to NCBI (National Council for the Blind
of Ireland), but the organization is concerned at “Learning braille means having choices and that
the over-reliance on technology among younger is the key to independence and social and
blind and vision-impaired people.
economic opportunity for people with sight loss. In
fact, international studies have shown that people
“Although technology has played a vital role in who read braille are more likely to be employed
opening up communications and information for than those who do not,” continued Mr. Kenny.
people with sight loss, we are concerned that
braille is slipping off the radar. We are seeing High-tech devices and braille need not sit at
fewer children now who are born totally blind but either end of the technology spectrum. In fact,
more children with low vision, for whom braille computers have facilitated the expansion of
might not seem an immediate choice. However, braille, with the introduction of software and
by relying solely on audio texts and computers, portable devices, which have increased its
children may not learn to read and write. Learning accessibility. Software programs and portable
braille teaches grammar, spelling and electronic braille note-takers allow users to save
punctuation, and is vital for subjects like math, and edit their writing and have it displayed back to
science and music, where technology cannot them either verbally or tactually. Other computer
compensate,” according to Des Kenny, CEO of programs transcribe braille to print and vice versa.
NCBI.
Reprinted from the National Council for the Blind
of Ireland’s website, December 21, 2007:
www.ncbi.ie (see Braille alphabet/numbers p10)
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THE CHANGING NATURE OF WORK
By: John Rae
Editor’s Note: John Rae is AEBC’s 1st Vice changes can make it difficult, if not impossible,
President.
for a previously productive worker to remain
employed. That’s one reason why organizations
hen my father became a pharmacist, it like the Alliance for Equality of Blind Canadians
was assumed that would be his life’s have called on employers to use their
considerable purchasing power to only buy
career. And it was!
software and other equipment that is accessible
When I got a “permanent” job as an Ontario to everyone--both current and potential
civil servant, many thought I was set for life. workers.
While I never felt fully secure, I managed to
survive until I had the opportunity to take early Having to rotate through a variety of tasks,
retirement in 2005. But over the past few years, especially during the orientation and training
period, may lead an employer to believe that a
government jobs have become less secure.
new worker may not
be as flexible as
Today, the working world is very different from
desired. The
the time when our
candidate may be
parents were
able to successfully
employed, and
perform most of the
these changes
essential duties of the
have profound
position, but many
implications for
employers are now
Canadians who
looking for individuals
are blind, deafwho can perform
blind and partially
multiple tasks and be
sighted.
capable of switching
It is now assumed that most, if not all, among them at the drop of a hat. Are these
individuals will hold a number of different jobs, if employers discharging their legal duty to
not different careers, during their working life. accommodate a worker with a disability?
Considering that it often takes longer for a
person with a disability to find a job--any job-- Many businesses have moved part or all of
this poses yet another new barrier to our full their operations offshore to take advantage of
lower wage rates and to avoid North American
participation in the world of work.
employment standards and regulations. When
Summer projects and after-school part-time my computer was recently hit by numerous
work can be the first step to ongoing viruses, I was blown away by the fact that,
employment for anyone. Today, there are many through the internet, it was cleaned remotely by
more “McJobs,” which are unlikely to be a gentleman in India. While this is only one
attained by members of the blindness example, what may be good for persons in third
community. Where should we look to find world countries has adversely affected the job
summer and part-time jobs that provide that all- market in developed nations.
important experience and work references?
The rising cost of fuel, however, is forcing
Technology has proven to be a double-edged some employers to reconsider this approach.
sword. It can open some doors, yet close others. When Tesla Motors, a pioneer in electricSome employers purchase new technology that powered cars, set out to make a luxury roadster
isn’t usable by all, and these unforeseen for the American market, it planned to

W
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manufacture 1,000-pound battery packs in
Thailand, ship them to Britain for installation,
then bring the mostly assembled cars back to
the United States. But when it began production
this spring, the company decided to make the
batteries and assemble the cars near its home
base in California, cutting more than 5,000 miles
from the shipping bill for each vehicle.
The compressed four-day workweek is not a
new idea. Today, more employers are
considering it as a way to reduce commutes and
to conserve energy. Though this is an attractive
idea to many, as it provides a three-day
weekend, some workers have great difficulty
putting in longer workdays to obtain that extra
day off. Will they be accommodated?

convinced a growing number of persons with
disabilities to try starting their own business,
where they can set their own hours and working
conditions. This is effective for some, but many
do not have the needed entrepreneurial spirit or
24/7 commitment.
Attaining that desired job means having the
required skills and credentials, casting your net
far and wide and networking (many jobs are not
advertised), and finding an organization where
your talents are recognized and valued. Blind
persons now work in a wider range of positions
than when I was considering my life’s work.
Even so, we must continue to press employers
to do more to hire, retain and promote
competent workers with disabilities.

In recent years, much discussion has taken
place over the work-at-home or telework option.
Some employers have embraced it; others are
slow to introduce it; and a number shy away
from it altogether. For an employee with a
disability, this option has both pros and cons. If
you can work independently, performing your
job at home removes the time and stress spent
travelling to and from your workplace. However,
you will lack the chance to interact regularly with
colleagues.
Frustration in securing employment and the
changing nature of the workplace have

TAPPING INTO AN UNDERUTILIZED have to look beyond standard hiring practices
and think outside the box.
LABOUR POOL
By: Anu Pala
Editor’s Note: Anu Pala is an AEBC member, a
Career Practitioner working with Neil Squire
Society and Owner of A-Nu Vision Consulting in
British Columbia.

A

According to the Greater Vancouver Business
Leadership Network (GVBLN), there are
currently about 4.4 million (14.3%) Canadians
with disabilities and 300,000 working-age
persons with disabilities (PWDs) in British
Columbia, most of whom are ready, willing and
able to contribute to the workforce, but
stereotyping, lack of social acceptance, and
employer fears about hiring individuals they
perceive to have “greater needs” are major
barriers to PWDs securing employment.

s baby boomers are retiring and birth
rates are declining, staff recruitment and
retention are becoming a growing
concern for Canadian Employers. Companies
have to look at new strategies on employee
retention in order to maintain consistency, as Employment barriers and denial of opportunity
well as save on training costs. They now also to achieve full potential not only undermine the
10 Canadian Blind Monitor

emotional well-being of individuals with
disabilities, but also create significant economic
and social cost to society. Resources invested
in education and training are not put to use, and
those who remain unemployed often end up
living below the poverty line and/or on Social
Assistance. The longer people don’t achieve
their employment goals and potential, the more
effect that may have on their social, spiritual,
mental and physical health, which in turn require
further services and resources from the
community.

disabilities in its stores and support facilities
across Canada and the United States. The
award-winning company is very proud of its
efforts and is dedicated to continuing to create
employment opportunities for PWDs.
When I met with Cliff Yeo, Human Resources
advisor for Canada Safeway, his enthusiasm
and commitment towards promoting
employment of PWDs was encouraging. “We
have various people with disabilities working in
our stores, ranging from hearing-impaired to
developmentally delayed,” he said. “In fact,
currently one of our store managers is visually
impaired.” And Yeo sees the value of PWDs and
what they bring to the work environment. “We
have found that attendance, as well as
employee retention, among our disabled
workers is higher than among our non-disabled
staff.” Yeo sits on various committees, where he
shares his insight, knowledge and experience
on the benefits of recruitment and retention of
PWDs.

In a recent study conducted by the Minister’s
Council on Employment for Persons with
Disabilities, employers stated that more
education was needed in order to learn how to
incorporate PWDs into their work environments,
and more strategies were required to retain
those employees. Various initiatives, such as
the Minister’s Council on Employment for
Persons with Disabilities, Greater Vancouver
Business Leadership Network, Access Works
and many others are addressing these issues
by creating business relationships and With the present skills shortage in the
corporate partnerships, raising awareness, and workforce and the retirement of older workers,
developing strategies on retaining employees employers must take advantage of this talent
and promoting inclusiveness in the workplace. pool--persons with disabilities--that is often
overlooked. I encourage employers to be openSafeway Inc., a proud supporter of the minded, get educated, tap into the incredible
employment of persons with disabilities, amount of resources available, and step up!
currently has nearly 10,000 workers with
C A L L T O E N C O U R AG E M O R E The figures were obtained by Leonard
Cheshire Scotland, a charity representing
DISABLED INTO TEACHING
disabled people, through freedom of information
By: Andrew Denholm
legislation.

M

inisters were last night urged to do Ryan McQuigg, policy officer with Leonard
more to encourage people with Cheshire, has written to Hugh Henry, Education
disabilities into the teaching profession Minister, asking him what action he intends to
in Scotland.
take to address the imbalance.
The call came after new figures showed there “While realizing that universities focus on
were only 421 disabled teachers in Scotland out individual recruitment strategies, we believe
of nearly 53,000.
that the executive should be taking steps to set
the mood and direction on promoting equal
At the same time, the percentage of disabled access for disabled people to enter the teaching
people entering teacher training has fallen from profession,” he said.
8.8% in 1999 to just 4.5%. Estimates suggest
that about 20% of Scotland’s population of five Mr. McQuigg said disabled people benefitted
million have some form of disability.
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the teaching profession by raising awareness of “The first time I was in a class observing a
the nature of disability, as well as challenging lesson, the children had been promised a video
negative attitudes and expectations in society. to watch if they behaved, but when their teacher
left the room, they all got out of their seats and
started shouting,” she said. “I
A spokesman for Leonard
couldn’t let that carry on. I got up
Cheshire went on to stress the
and shouted at them and said that
importance of having more
if they didn’t behave and sit down,
teachers with disabilities in the
they wouldn’t get their video. They
light of the executive’s policy of
all sat down and were quiet, and I
mainstreaming--introducing
was amazed.
more pupils with learning and
behavioural difficulties into
“I knew if I couldn’t control a
state schools.
class, I wouldn’t be able to be a
teacher. I think if that first
“Mainstreaming has meant
JOINT
APPROACH:
experience had been a negative
that disabled pupils are not
Linda Arnot, who was
one, I might have thought twice
uncommon in today’s state
Scotland’s first blind
about teaching, but because it
schools, but what these
teacher
of
sighted
children,
was positive it gave me the
statistics starkly illustrate is
with classroom support
that it’s still unusual for a worker Kathleen Hamilton. confidence to go on.”
disabled person to be sitting at
Ms. Arnot said she now rarely
the head of a Scottish
shouts at her class because other discipline
classroom,” he said.
strategies are much more effective, including
Linda Arnot, a French teacher from Rosshall the close working relationship she has with
Academy in Glasgow, who was the first blind Kathleen Hamilton, a support worker who tells
teacher of sighted children in Scotland, believes her what is going on in the classroom. “Where a
attitudes towards teachers with disabilities are sighted teacher would glare at a child or signal
changing. The 39-year-old wanted to be a them to do things such as sit down, Kathleen
teacher from her early teens, but did not think it does this and then tells me about it later.
was possible because she did not know of any
“If children ignore her or she is constantly
blind person who was a teacher.
signaling, then she will tell me and I would then
Instead, she studied French and Russian at step in. Pupils occasionally try to take
Strathclyde University intending to be a advantage of the fact I am blind, but it is nothing
translator or an interpreter. However, she heard personal, and is the kind of thing that can
about a blind girl who had trained to be a teacher happen in any class.”
in Sheffield and decided to follow suit.
Ms. Arnot said she would encourage those
“I applied to Jordanhill, but they said there was with disabilities to enter the teaching profession.
no point because I wouldn’t be able to get a job “You have to have determination, be prepared to
afterwards. Things have changed a lot these put more work in to keep pace with sighted
days and Jordanhill is much more positive, but colleagues, and fight for the support you need,
but if you are prepared to do this, then the job is
that was the attitude then,” she said.
worth it.”
After her training, she went to teach French at Reprinted from the Herald, Glasgow, Scotland,
Penilee School in Glasgow, which has become April 17, 2007: www.theherald.co.uk/
Rosshall. Although she has found the job hard
work at times, she believes the training at Reproduced with the permission of The Herald,
Glasgow (c) 2007 Herald & Times Group.
Sheffield stood her in good stead.
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SHEDDING LIGHT ON THE LIVES OF BLIND IMMIGRANTS
By: Anitra Winje
Editor’s Note: Abebe Abay Teklu, the subject of
this article, was recipient of the 2005 T-Base
Communications funded Business, Education
and Technology Scholarship, administered by
AEBC.

O

n June 6, Abebe Abay Teklu, a student in
the Department of Curriculum and
Instruction, became the first blind
person to graduate from a British Columbia
university with a PhD.

worked as a teacher, musician, poet, playwright
and social activist. In the mid 1980s his
opposition to Ethiopia’s Provisional Military
Government (Derg) led to his imprisonment.
With the help of Amnesty International, he was
released from prison after a year. He and 1,000
other Ethiopians then fled the country, trekking
2,000 miles on foot into Sudan. At one point, the
Derg sent a gunned helicopter after the group,
opening fire and killing 600 people. Once in
Sudan, Teklu helped found a school for the
blind.

Teklu’s doctoral research was inspired by his
own experience as an educated immigrant, who
has faced many barriers to employment in
Canada because he is blind. His dissertation,
“The Voices of Ethiopian Blind Immigrants and
Their Families: Facing the Challenges of Life in
Canada,” asserts that albeism keeps disabled
people unemployed and impoverished in this
country.

Teklu eventually came to British Columbia,
where he earned a bachelor’s degree in social
work. However, when he applied for work with
the Ministry of Children and Families, he was
denied a position because he could not drive.
Teklu continued his education, earning a
master’s in social work from UVic in only two
years. Again, frustrated that he could not find
work, Teklu returned to UVic to pursue his PhD,
“Canada has one of the worst records in how it which he completed in two and a half years.
treats disabled people,” he says. Teklu says that
disabled people are inadmissible to Canada With a young family to support, Teklu admits
unless they score high on a point system that he’s concerned about being able to provide for
rates factors such as education and work his children in a society that doesn’t value its
disabled citizens. But he maintains a positive
experience.
outlook, declaring that “if there's willingness and
As part of his research, Teklu interviewed persistence, disability shouldn’t be a deterrent
immigrants to Canada who had attained high from achieving your goals.”
scores but were still unable to find work. Teklu
says the reality is that 98 percent of disabled Reprinted from the Ring, June 2007:
immigrants are not employed in this country, http://ring.uvic.ca/
despite their levels of education. He thinks if
disabled immigrants knew the reality of life in
Canada, many of them would not have come
here.
“We’re wasting human capital. These people
have a lot to offer. Employers are unaware of
what these people can do,” he says. “This lack
of awareness extends to government, where it
translates into poor policy.”
Teklu’s journey to the University of Victoria
began in a small village in Ethiopia where he
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JEN POWLEY: AN EDUCATED WOMAN
By: Helen McFadyen
Editor’s Note: Helen McFadyen is the former Without the supports in place to help them
President of AEBC’s Halifax, Nova Scotia, become employed, what’s the point?” She
Chapter.
would like to see a program in Nova Scotia to
pay for the assistance needed by university
orn in Vegreville, Alberta, a small farming graduates with disabilities. Currently, they have
community one hour east of Edmonton, to pay for their own supports in the workplace.
Jen Powley had an average Canadian
childhood. She describes it as happy and We also exchanged ideas about the role of
healthy--enjoying ballet, Ukrainian dance, technical aids in education. Jen asked
karate, swimming, water-skiing, basketball, and rhetorically, “How do you define technical aids?”
more--but in her teens, she began having She continued, “I think a shift in attitudes is more
difficulty running and doing ballet. At age 15, she important than technology. This is not to say that
was diagnosed with multiple
technology is unimportant, but I
sclerosis (MS), and by age 21
think that it needs to be
she was using a wheelchair. But
secondary to attitudes.”
MS, along with optic neuritis
(which has resulted in legal
This prompted me to ask about
blindness), has not dampened
barriers to employment. What
her determined effort to obtain
factors impacted most on young
an education, though she needs
university students with
attendants to help her with every
disabilities seeking jobs-physical activity, assistance that
inaccessible workplaces, lack of
has made her academic career
adaptive technology, employers’
possible.
misconceptions about the
abilities of disabled people, the
Jen attended the University of
attitudes of co-workers? Jen
Alberta in the faculty of
replied, “I think the biggest barrier
rehabilitation medicine, after
to employment might be within
Jen Powley
two years of which she moved to Photo: AnitaLouise Martinez the individuals themselves.
King’s University College in
Maybe people with disabilities
Edmonton, where she completed a BA in Social don’t think they’re as good as able-bodied
Sciences. Later, she travelled east to work on a people. They don’t think others will understand.”
Bachelor of Journalism degree at the University
of King’s College in Halifax, Nova Scotia. While She also acknowledged several things that
there, she helped to establish a policy to contributed to her successful post-secondary
facilitate equal rights for students with physical education. They included hard work,
and learning disabilities. Jen now calls Halifax determination, strong family support and
home and attends Dalhousie University, where resources. Jen has received the Rosetti
she is working on a Masters degree in Land Use Scholarship and the Planning Director’s of Nova
Planning.
Scotia Award, and her most recent honour was
the Governor’s Award, given to five students at
When I met the woman I had heard so much Dalhousie for “Outstanding Contributions to
about within the Halifax community, I found her Campus Life.” When I asked her of which
to be very quiet spoken and dignified. When I accomplishment she was most proud, she
asked, “Why are there so few students with replied, “I don’t think I would include any award
disabilities attending university?” her thoughtful or degree as the personal accomplishment I
response was, “There is very little reason for care the most about. The achievement I value
students with disabilities to attend university. the most is much more personal than that.”

B
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P r e s e n t l y, J e n i s t h e S u s t a i n a b l e
Transportation Coordinator for the Ecology
Action Centre of Nova Scotia, and her future
goals include completing her Masters of
Planning degree. She has been accepted to the
Dalhousie Law School, but she has not yet
decided if she will attend. When she previously
worked as Coordinator with the NS League for
Equal Opportunities, she wrote numerous briefs
and papers. I recently read Jen’s study of
Accessible Taxi Service, presented to Peter

Kelly, the Mayor of Halifax Regional
Municipality. A taskforce will be formed to bring
this issue to the forefront.

A BALANCING ACT By: Cherryl McNab

school, we would all brainstorm and come up
with ideas or possible solutions. We took every
minute we could to communicate and help each
other.

Editor’s Note: Cherryl McNab is President of
AEBC’s Kelowna, British Columbia, Chapter.

B

alancing employment, family, home and
volunteering can be very fulfilling, yet
somewhat trying at times. It took a toll on
me over a period of 20 years, but I share a little
of how I managed this balancing act, with the
hope that you might gain some tips and maybe
even come up with some ideas of your own.
I am the mom of two adult children, a girl and a
boy. While our kids were growing up, my
husband and I had to work in order to
pay all the bills, but I didn’t enter the
job market until 1988, when both
children were in school (they
graduated in 2000 and 2002). Once
they were in the education system,
the kids started other activities, such
as Brownies and Cubs, and my
daughter was extremely good at
gymnastics. We had to manage an
even busier schedule when my
husband went back to school in order to change
his career. We juggled my husband’s learning
(often occupying his evenings), my working to
meet our expenses, the kids’ extracurricular
activities, and keeping our home running. Did I
mention we all also had different volunteer
positions?
One thing we found helpful was all of us sitting
down together for dinner. This was when we
talked, laughed, shared stories about our day,
and discussed more serious issues like my
son’s cancer. When the kids had problems in

Jen said, “I want to fight for the equality of all
persons, not just the disabled. The need (for
equality) cuts across such distinctions. New
immigrants and people with lower incomes
need help in their struggle. Someone also
needs to fight for the environment.”

Then our “balanced life” changed again when
my husband started a new job, which took him
30 miles each way everyday, and the kids
entered their teens. My daughter was in an allgirls bugle band that did lots of travelling, and
my son was very involved in the Scouting
movement. By then, I had also become a
manager and started upgrading my education.
But our “talking” and “family time”
proved helpful again. When my daughter
started struggling with high school and
was considering dropping out during this
hectic period, it seemed to help her when
she and I shared academic experiences,
compared our exams and studied
together. She managed to make it
through the rest of high school.
What worked for us, as a family, was the
solid time we all set aside to communicate, plan
holidays and laugh together. One key is humour.
It both relaxes and feeds your mind and body,
and is very important in coping, as is getting the
right amount of sleep to keep your thinking clear
and energy flowing. It is essential to find that
“little something” of your very own--an interest,
hobby or entertainment--to provide a release
and help you maintain your sanity. My family
took what time it could to do something together,
such as bike riding, camping, or going out for
lunch. Life was very hectic, but we made the
time to maintain our equilibrium, to the best of
our ability.
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HUNGER STRIKERS WIN AID FOR DISABLED
UNFAIR!
POVERTY!

Three visually impaired men ended their five-day hunger strike in
Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia, after being assured that their grievances would
be heard by appropriate officials.
The hunger strikers began their protest following a change in laws for the
disabled, which reduced the amount of assistance they were receiving.

A July 1, 2006, revision of laws for the disabled changed the criteria for
those qualifying for aid. While previously workers who had been 50
percent disabled received aid, this number was changed to 70 percent disabled.
Additionally, the new law only provided aid to those who could prove they were without work,
without money and homeless.
Government officials have promised to eliminate the new disability law and return to the former
compensation plan for disabled workers.
Reprinted from Mongolia Web News, May 9, 2007: www.mongolia-web.com/
Now a province-wide coalition including staff at
government agencies, lawyers, community
By: Helen Henderson
groups and disabled people has combed
Editor’s Note: Mike Yale is a member of AEBC’s through the evidence of previous reports to map
out an urgent plan for change.
Toronto, Ontario, Chapter.

A PATH TO FINANCIAL FREEDOM

Among other things, it would like to see the
heryl Duggan buys her clothes on halfnext provincial budget introduce a significant
price days at Goodwill stores. She
rise in support rates. It also wants Queen’s Park
chooses only black “because black
to create an independent board, including
matches black and I don’t want to look poor.” Of
representatives from the disabled
her credentials, she says she has a BA
community, to develop “rational and
in art history from the University of
just criteria” for establishing future
Toronto plus “a master’s in advocacy
rates.
and a PhD in survival,” the latter two
conferred by her experience eking out
The ODSP Action Coalition looked
an existence on the Ontario Disability
at 17 reports by service providers,
Support Program (ODSP).
policy analysts, client groups and
academics between 2001 and 2007.
In the ten years since the program
In a submission to the Ontario
was introduced by the government of
Cabinet Committee on Poverty
Mike Harris, report after report has
Reduction, it identifies 48 systemic
exposed it as deeply flawed,
barriers affecting six areas of ODSP.
unnecessarily complex and littered
They include everything from an
with barriers that suck the life out of
unnecessarily complicated
those forced to rely on it.
application process and punishingly low rates to
rules applied arbitrarily and policies that
“It takes away all your dignity,” says Duggan,
penalize people who try to get jobs.
who copes with a rare combination of two
movement disorders and has been working on a
It also culls recommendations for solutions
photo/voice project chronicling what poverty
and combines them in its own report, titled, “If
means to individuals. “It just keeps us down.”
It’s Still Broke, Fix It.”

C
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Surely, it’s time for Queen’s Park to do just that. assistive devices and supplies not covered by
the health-care system.
The payments offered by ODSP condemn
disabled people to “a life sentence of poverty,” Disability also narrows where you can shop,
the coalition says.
says Sharon Dever, chair of the action
coalition’s Toronto division. Dever, who uses an
The latest StatsCan poverty line, or low- electric scooter, says she can’t get past the
income cut-off, for a single person in a major city posts designed to prevent shopping cart theft at
is $17,570 a year or about $1,460 a month. The her local Food Basics and No Frills stores, so
top allowance a single person on ODSP can get she has to shop where prices are higher.
is $11,988 a year or $999 a month. Most get far
less.
“With a little money, people have choices,”
says Mike Yale, co-chair of the action coalition.
Of that, a maximum of $445 can be spent on “You can shop for healthy food, buy clothes that
shelter, while Canada Mortgage and Housing will help you get a job. How does the community
puts the average cost of a bachelor at $752 in benefit from someone sitting at home
Toronto, where half the people on ODSP live.
impoverished and isolated?”
When all the numbers are translated into “Incentives should be built in to help people
constant dollars, the figures are indeed participate in their communities and find work,”
shocking.
Duggan agrees. “Right now, if you’re on ODSP
and earn a dollar, they take 50 cents.”
Over the 15 years between 2007 and 1992 (the
base year used by Statistics Canada to The coalition believes no earned income
calculate its low-income cut-off), the income of a should be deducted from ODSP until recipients
single person relying on disability support has can bring themselves up to the poverty line.
dropped 19 percent in real terms, the coalition
notes. That’s in spite of the 7 per cent in ODSP A spokesperson for Social Services Minister
increases announced since the Liberals came Madeleine Meilleur says the department is
to power.
working on making the program more efficient
but changes in rates will depend on the next
It would take a 46 percent increase in ODSP provincial budget.
rates just to bring that person up to the poverty
line, says Jennefer Laidley, research and policy For more, see www.odspaction.ca.
analyst at the Income Security Advocacy
Centre, a member of the coalition. But even that Reprinted from the Toronto Star, August 9,
doesn’t reflect the real deficit, Laidley notes, 2008, courtesy of Torstar Syndication
because being disabled involves extra costs for Services.

Paddlewheeler Riverboat Tours
139-810 Quayside Drive
NewWestminster,BCV3M 6B9
www.vancouverpaddlewheeler.com
info@vancouverpaddlewheeler.com
P: 604-525-4465 F: 604-525-5944
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FIGHTING FOR CURRENCY ACCESS
By: Melanie Brunson
Testimony before the Subcommittee on Domestic Over 180 countries around the world have
and International Monetary Policy, Trade and found ways to incorporate tactile features, as
Technology, July 30, 2008.
well as visual distinctions, into their bank notes,
which enable blind and visually impaired people
he American Council of the Blind was to differentiate between denominations. We
founded in 1961 and currently has believe it is both imminently possible and
members in all 50 states. ACB’s mission absolutely essential that this country, which has
is to increase the independence, equality of led the rest of the world through a myriad of
opportunity, and quality of life for all blind and technological, scientific and economic
visually impaired Americans, and one way to do innovations for so long, now join the rest of the
this is to ensure they can identify the world in making it possible for blind and visually
denominations of their own bank notes, without impaired people to engage in financial
the assistance of someone who is
transactions with dignity and
sighted.
independence.

T

The rate of unemployment
among people who are visually
impaired is unacceptably high, but
job opportunities, which are at best
limited and sometimes even
unavailable, would be opened to
us if we could identify paper money as efficiently
as sighted people. This is particularly significant
for young people and other first-time job seekers
who are looking for entry-level positions in
stores and restaurants to gain work experience.

We recognize that the design
and implementation process may
take time, but we are not as
concerned about speed as we
are about the certainty of action
to address this issue. Our
organization wants to see a meaningful effort on
the part of the Treasury Department to ascertain
the most appropriate manner in which to provide
currency that is independently identifiable by
people who are visually impaired, and to
incorporate such features into U.S. currency
Certainly, there are blind people who currently within a reasonable time.
work in cash-intensive business situations, but
they are forced to rely on the honesty of In conclusion, I thank the Subcommittee on
colleagues and customers, or on currency- Domestic and International Monetary Policy,
reading technology that is slow, often Trade, and Technology for taking an interest in
inaccurate, and useless in noisy environments. this issue. It is our sincere hope that you will
Seeking verification from another person isn’t support the efforts of the American Council of
necessarily any faster than using a note the Blind to obtain accessible currency in the
scanner, and it requires a blind person to either United States.
make an issue of his or her visual impairment, or
risk being defrauded because of their inability to (Note: On October 3, 2008, the District Court of
ascertain the value of U.S. bank notes.
Washington, DC, found the Department of the
Treasury to be in violation of the Rehabilitation
If we are to be truly accepted as equal partners Act by not providing meaningful access to its
in workplaces, cultural activities and the paper currency for blind and partially sighted
economic life of society, it is imperative that the persons, and was ordered to take steps to make
United States government design and issue each denomination accessible.) For details, visit
bank notes that are readily distinguishable www.acb.org/magazine/2008/bf112008-2.html
without vision, as each time notes are
redesigned users must return currency readers Adapted from the Braille Forum, Volume XLVII,
to the factory to be updated for a fee.
No. 3, September 2008.
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THE WAY THE COOKIE CRUMBLES
By: Brenda Cooke
Editor’s Note: Brenda Cooke has retired from
the mainstream workforce due to health
concerns. She spends her time doing volunteer
work in the fields of disability and poverty.

looking for another short-term contract. It was
an extremely stressful way to live, constantly
looking for work, applying to government for
income assistance, and being assumed lazy by
department workers, not to mention facing the
f someone had told me ten years ago that I constant rejection of not being hired for job after
would own and operate my own business, I job. Finally, at 45 years of age, I came up with
would have told them they were crazy. I the idea of owning my own business.
wanted to be a lead singer in a band, a teacher,
social worker or psychologist, and I saw no It just kind of fell into my lap. When my sister
reason why I couldn’t do anything I wanted to told me the school where her kids were enrolled
earn a living. Since making ends meet as a was selling frozen cookie dough as a fundraiser,
I was sure that running a wholesale cookie
singer was purported to be a
dough business was for me. I
long shot, off to university I
would be in charge. Things
went to become an elementary
would be organized by and for
school teacher.
me, and I would no longer be
a square peg trying to fit into
By the third year I discovered
the round whole of some
there were numerous barriers,
employer. Plus, I would be
mostly attitudinal. I was told I
doing something I felt good
wouldn’t pass my internship
about--providing a product to
because I seemed to have
non-profit groups for
trouble controlling the class,
fundraising. Within six
but once I gave the students
months, I entered the
more to do to keep them busy,
business world, confident that
my classroom changed
this was the answer.
overnight. While I did pass my
internship, I was cautioned
My sister gave me some
that it would be difficult for me
good recipes for five different
to work in regular schools
Brenda
Cooke
puts
a
label
flavours of cookie dough, and
because I would not be able to
on
a
round
lid.
I signed up for a selfsupervise the playground, and
employment course to
I would have to coach sports to
develop
a
business
plan. This took me a little
get a job in a small town. It soon became
longer
than
others
in
the class, as I have ten
painfully obvious to me that I could get a degree,
but the chances of me getting hired as a teacher percent vision, which presented barriers to
in Saskatchewan were slim to none. Eventually, conducting research, securing transportation
I lost the strength to prove that I could overcome etc. After being out of the workforce for close to
those barriers and be competitive in the six years, I also had difficulty organizing myself.
Luckily, I had a career counsellor who trusted I
teaching field.
was doing the best I could, and saw to it that I got
During and after university, I travelled, worked financial assistance, precluding any worry on
at several short-term projects, and took a variety my part about paying rent.
of other courses. I spent much of my time
unemployed and living below the poverty line. Jumping through the hoops to get a start-up
Every six months I was either on Social loan wore me down quickly. It seemed too much
Assistance or Unemployment Insurance, or like job interviews with potential employers. I

I
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decided that, in slower times, I would just put
business expenses on my personal credit card,
and then pay them off in more profitable periods.
Since I had no start-up money, I could not hire
any experts to assist me with marketing,
bookkeeping or pricing, so I had to learn it all
myself by trial and error. I became familiar with
operating in a food manufacturing facility with
industrial equipment, keeping track of inventory,
maintaining records and files, creating my own
advertising, and completing governmentrelated paperwork, not to mention networking
and hiring, training and
releasing workers. A large
computer monitor and a
screen magnification
program--granted to me
from government--enabled
me to perform most reading
and writing tasks.
Personal, hands-on contact
from the manufacturing to
delivery stage of my product
was very important to me,
not only because I enjoyed it
but also because I could not
afford to pay anyone else to
oversee any part of the
process. I took the bus from a kitchen in one part
of the city to a storage area in another, as I didn’t
have the financial resources for one facility of
my own in one location. I also bussed it to the
storage area to assemble and load orders when
customers were making pick-ups there. The
busiest part of the year was from mid November
to late April, and it was the coldest time to be
taking public transit, but I couldn’t afford a driver
or taxi fare. Meeting the customers was most
enjoyable for me. I did have to hire a delivery
person, however, since I didn't drive or own a
truck big enough to handle up to 400 pails of
cookie dough at a time!

females have a hard time in the business world,
I believe I had a double whammy--as a woman
with a disability. People in the business world
are even less experienced, let alone
comfortable, with a woman who has difficulty
making eye contact and doesn’t drive, yet is
assertive.
I closed my business after six years due to too
much debt, too many new cookie dough
companies saturating the market, and not
enough money to aggressively hold onto my
market share, if not
win more. Should I
have gone ahead
with my dream of
singing in a band?
Was I just too much
of a wimp to do what
was necessary to be
hired as a teacher?
Had I been out of the
workforce too long
to really know what
it took to work hard?
Did I give up too
quickly on getting a
loan and make a big
mistake by going
into personal debt? Would my money have
been better spent hiring a marketing or food
production company? Maybe I ate too much
cookie dough?

I could analyze the mistakes I made and how I
would do things differently now, but I really do
believe that lack of start-up money was the
reason I had difficulty operating the business
and maximizing the opportunity to design things
in such a way to accommodate my vision
impairment. Despite everything, though,
running my own business was the best job I ever
had. Up until a year ago, when I realized I no
longer had the stamina, I would have jumped at
Five years into my business, I developed the chance to do it all over again, with more
arthritis in my fingers from spending too long in money of course, and the experience I now
walk-in freezers and carpal tunnel syndrome in have under my belt.
my wrist from scooping dough. At times, I was
sure I wasn’t being taken seriously by workers,
suppliers and others. While I’ve heard that
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DON’T SHOOT THE PIANO TUNER
By: John Bailey

I

n some of the blindnessrelated journals I have
been reading recently, I
have noticed comments
that bothered me. The
authors argued that the
traditional blind trades were
inferior to regular jobs and
John Bailey
should be avoided as
career choices. This wasn’t said in so many
words; however, the message was obvious.

some people are unfairly denigrating the blind
trades and those who work in them.

Some of those occupations were piano tuning,
massage therapy, vending stand operator, and
chair caning. Approved trades boiled down to
those that used the allegedly enhanced hearing
and tactile senses of the blind, according to the
agency experts.

My day job is as a computer programmer. I
write software and carry out other duties as
assigned. One of those duties is interviewing
prospective employees. After interviewing for
several years, I have learned which employee
traits are valuable to my organization. Some of
the traits sought by organizations include
working independently with a minimum of
direction, managing time and meeting
deadlines, solving expected and unexpected
problems as they occur, communicating
effectively, and cultivating new business
opportunities.

A little over a year ago, I adopted a piano from a
Federation friend who no longer wanted it. It was
in pretty good condition considering that it was
built when my parents were in high school. One
thing it did need, however, was a tuning. As soon
as the piano arrived, I got a call from another
Federation friend who is a piano tuner. He
wanted to set up an appointment for tuning my
instrument. When the time for the appointment
In the past, agencies serving the blind offered came, so did the tuner. He was right on time.
only a few training choices to their clients
wanting to work. If the client wanted to be trained Being a curious person, I asked if I could watch
for a career outside of a narrow list of approved while he fixed my piano. He agreed and began
careers, the agency refused to
to work. We talked about pianos and
help and told clients they were on
about his career as a tuner. He had
their own.
freely chosen and now loved his
career. He described travelling from
So many blind people over the
one appointment to another and
years were trained for careers
explained that he had to look for
that were not their first choice in
new clients constantly while
order to receive the financial
taking care of his current ones. A
assistance they needed. As a
bit over an hour later, he was done
result, many people spent their
tuning the piano and giving me an
lives in jobs they didn’t want and
education. He had a new client,
were unsuited for. They were
and I had a new respect for a selfforced by bad luck and bad advice into one
employed entrepreneur who happened to be
of the so-called blind trades.
blind.

Today, blind men and women have far more
choices. Largely because of the work of the
National Federation of the Blind (in the United
States) and its efforts to reform the agencies,
blind people no longer have to settle for the very
limited career choices their predecessors had. It
is understandable that people still feel some
disinclination to choose a career in a blind trade. My self-employed piano-tuner friend had all
But in an effort to exert our new ability to choose, these traits and more. He was the only one
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working to expand his business, keeping track
of his expenses, and collecting fees. He was
solely responsible for arranging his
transportation and making sure that he acquired
the latest training.

So remember, there is no shame in working at
an honest job that gives personal satisfaction
and pays well enough to cover one’s material
needs. The only shame is in excluding a
potentially satisfying career choice because of
an unfounded prejudice.

If he got sick and couldn’t work, he did not get
paid. If he wanted to take a vacation, he again Reprinted from Future Reflections,
lost income for that time. The success or failure Summer/Fall 2005, and originally published in
of the business was completely his the NFB of Virginia newsletter, the Vigilant.
responsibility. Few people have the drive to
pursue this kind of career.
TIPS FOR WOULD-BE VOLUNTEERS hours per week would you like to volunteer?
By: Kim Kilpatrick
Editor’s Note: Kim Kilpatrick is a member of
AEBC’s Ottawa-Gatineau Chapter in Ontario,
and is Coordinator of the Supported Volunteer
Program for People with Physical and Sensory
Disabilities at Volunteer Ottawa.

I

Some people like to volunteer from their
homes, which is called virtual volunteering, and
often involves writing, web design, craft making,
etc. Others love to be out in the community.
Some people like to volunteer in a quiet, relaxed
environment, while others thrive in a fast-paced
atmosphere.

have been totally blind since birth and have
been a volunteer since my early teens, and I
love it! I have been a friendly visitor to
seniors, helped kids with disabilities, served on
boards and committees, coordinated
volunteers, organized festivals, worked with
people in palliative care, and most recently
helped with an accessibility audit at our local folk
festival.

To determine where you might want to
volunteer, try the following: Contact a local
volunteer centre if you have one in your area;
ask family members, friends and co-workers
where they like to volunteer; check out the
Charity Village website (www.charityvillage.com)
for opportunities; and if a specific organization
or cause interests you, call and ask if they need
volunteers.

Besides being a long-time and committed
volunteer, my current paid job is with Volunteer
Ottawa, where I help people with disabilities find
volunteer work. Volunteering allows you to be
out in, and to give back to, your community. It
helps you to learn new skills or practice existing
ones, meet new people, and sometimes to even
gain employment. In short, it’s fun and
rewarding! Below are a few tips to get you
started as a volunteer.

When planning for volunteer work, think about
how and when you will disclose your disability.
Be prepared to discuss any accommodations
you might need.
Here are a few volunteer positions held by
people who are blind or partially sighted, whom I
know or have assisted in finding volunteer work:
Office receptionist; working at music and other
arts festivals; booth and display helper; working
on the federal election campaigns; teaching
English to people who are new to Canada;
helping at an animal sanctuary; playing music in
a nursing home; building houses for Habitat for
Humanity; and many others.

First, don’t be afraid to try it. When considering
where and how you might like to volunteer,
consider the following: What do you love to do?
What are your interests, strengths and talents?
Do you love working with people, with animals,
or with information? Do you like working behind I encourage everyone to get out there and
the scenes or on the frontlines? How many volunteer. You’ll be glad you did!
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ADVOCATING FOR BRAILLE CLOTHING TAGS

I

magine coordinating your wardrobe in the
dark. It’s not something Armani, Prada or
Fendi think about when designing clothes.
For them, a little black dress speaks for itself and
doesn’t need a safety pin or special tag for
description.

named for the familiar white cane used by
millions of people.

“If White Cane Day is the only single day that
exists for them, then White Cane Label is pretty
obvious,” says Brill, who graduated in May from
RIT with a bachelor’s degree in advertising and
Yet, every morning, millions of blind or visually public relations. “This is a new idea; it’s never
impaired people reach into their closets to read been done before,” she says.
the braille-embossed aluminum tags sewn into
their clothes or the coding system of safety pins “We are very confident that, once the idea is
they’ve devised to identify their garments.
put on the table, people will begin to believe in it
just as much as we do,” adds Abushagur, a
Two women who met as students at Rochester fourth-year marketing major at RIT’s E. Philip
Institute of Technology want to give the blind and Saunders College of Business.
visually impaired community more
independence in choosing their wardrobe and Next month, Brill and Abushagur will pitch their
more confidence when dressing for success.
ideas to leaders of the fashion world during
fashion week in Rome, July 9-13. The women
Jaimen Brill and Asmah Abushagur are in the will present their concept for White Cane Label
process of forming the nonat the Fashion for Good
profit organization White
Roundtable in hopes of
Cane Label to help the blind
soliciting the kind of support
and visually impaired shop
that has brought attention to
for clothing and coordinate
prominent causes like AIDS
their outfits. They are
awareness, breast cancer
advocating for an
research and the anti-fur
interactive, talking website
campaign.
and standardized, brailleembossed clothing tags
Brill and Abushagur will ask
made of cloth, not aluminum,
the industry to include braille
to be sewn onto all
labels on their garments.
garments.
They will also request initial donations of
clothing and accessories to stock the website
The user-friendly website will include a store they plan to debut in fall 2009.
questionnaire to gauge personal style, clothing
recommendations and detailed descriptions of The Fashion for Good Roundtable is
each item in different styles and price ranges. sponsored by Alta Roma, the fashion
The braille clothing labels will include three association in Rome. The biannual roundtable,
symbols indicating the brand, colour and formed in 2002, brings together leaders of the
coordinating style for mixing and matching fashion and non-profit worlds to encourage
individual pieces. A second label will include ethical and socially responsible practices. In
washing instructions in braille.
January, the Fashion for Good Roundtable’s
focus on underweight models and eating
Brill and Abushagur chose the name for their disorders gained attention worldwide.
organization based on White Cane Day, or Oct.
15, the annual day of awareness in the United Previous roundtable participants have
States for issues facing the blind. The day is included designers Anna Fendi, Pierre Cardin
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and Laura Biagiotti, as well as fashion nothing has been done to help the blind and
journalists, ambassadors and diplomats, visually impaired.”
among others.
Talking website technology is expensive,
“Fashion has the power to bridge or separate costing around $2,000, according to Brill. The
people,” says Wilma King, associate professor advocates hope to make the technology
of public relations at RIT and co-founder of available to more people by offsetting the cost
Fashion for Good with Giancarlo Polenghi, with White Cane Label proceeds.
corporate executive officer of Marketing
Communication Mix in Florence. “I think the Once White Cane Label is operational, Brill
fashion industry is looking for innovative and and Abushagur plan to extend the website to
sincere approaches to social responsibility. I become a global community resource for the
have every confidence it will embrace and love blind and visually impaired.
White Cane Label.”
Proceeds made by White Cane Label will go
Brill and Abushagur met in King’s Public back into the organization and fund
Relations class in fall 2006. White Cane Label scholarships for the blind and visually impaired.
grew from a class assignment to develop an Profits will also be used to help fight preventable
awareness campaign for a special needs group. blindness in children living in developing
countries.
King approached her students with a problem
a blind acquaintance had shared with her--the “Fashion is just the starting point,” Brill says.
difficulty he faced dressing himself and knowing
what to wear as the head of a corporation.
Rochester Institute of Technology is
internationally recognized for academic
The women brain-stormed ideas and checked leadership in computing, engineering, imaging
the internet. They learned that, in 2005, the technology, and fine and applied arts, in addition
World Health Organization reported 46 million to unparalleled support services for students
blind people and 161 million visually impaired with hearing loss.
people.
More than 15,500 full and part-time students
“We thought all our ideas had to have been are enrolled in RIT’s 340 career-oriented and
done,” Brill says.
professional programs, and its cooperative
education program is one of the oldest and
“We googled it and found out there was largest in the nation. For nearly two decades,
nothing, period, out there for the blind other than U.S. News & World Report has ranked RIT
aluminum tags, which have to be sent to a braille among the nation’s leading comprehensive
printing company (and then sewn onto a universities.
garment), and the recommendation of coding
your clothes with safety pins on the tags,” says Reprinted from Eurekalert.org, June 12, 2007.
Abushagur. “It seemed kind of outrageous that
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CRTC HEARING ON ACCESSIBLE TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND BROADCASTING
By: Lana Kerzner

T

elephones and televisions are essential
forms of communication that allow us to
work, go to school, call for help in an
emergency, and participate in community life.
However, many people with disabilities cannot
participate in these activities because
telephones and TV programming are not
accessible to them.

available in the hearing room as well as on the
CRTC website. The hearing room was
accessible for wheelchair users and CRTC staff
were available throughout the hearing to assist
with disability-related needs. The
Commissioners on the panel at the hearing
asked many questions in a genuine attempt to
understand the concerns and perspectives of
the disability community.

For example, the buttons on cell phones may
be too small and their screens may be This hearing was particularly welcome
inaccessible for people with visual disabilities. because, notwithstanding the efforts over the
People with cognitive
past several years of ARCH
disabilities or disabilities that
and other disability
affect their speech may not be
organizations and people with
able to get customer service
disabilities, disability issues
because of voice activation
have largely been addressed
features, which they cannot
by the CRTC in a piecemeal
use. Often people who are deaf
fashion. The CRTC had not
or blind cannot easily watch TV.
taken its own initiative to
The captioning of programs
systemically and proactively
used by people who are deaf is
resolve the many barriers that
unsatisfactory and people who
exist. Rather they have dealt
are blind do not have access to
with limited, discrete
the audio description they need
concerns: charges for TTY
to access information.
long distance calls and
alternate format billings, for
However, there is now some hope for example, have been addressed in separate
advancement in relation to accessible cases. Many other concerns, such as
telecommunications and broadcasting. inaccessible cell phones, have been left
November 2008 was a historic month for the unresolved.
disability community in this regard. The
C a n a d i a n R a d i o - T e l e v i s i o n a n d The disability community was broadly
Telecommunications Commission (CRTC), for represented at the hearing. Long-time
the first time, held a six day hearing in Gatineau, advocates Chris and Marie Stark, and Henry
Quebec, to specifically address unresolved Vlug, made presentations, as well as several
issues related to the accessibility of disability groups, including the CNIB, Neil
telecommunications and broadcasting services Squire Society, Canadian Association of the
to people with disabilities.
Deaf, Alliance for Equality of Blind Canadians,
Council of Canadians with Disabilities,
The hearing provided a good opportunity for Canadian Hearing Society, Centre Quebecois
the disability community to express their views. de la Deficience Auditive and Regroupement
It was a unique hearing for the CRTC in that des Aveugles et Amblyopes du Quebec. The
special attention was paid to making it presenters documented the experiences of their
accessible for people with disabilities. ASL and communities, the changes they desire and the
LSQ interpretation was available throughout the ways in which they see this being achieved. As
hearing. French and English captioning were a whole, it was apparent that the presentations
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moved the Commissioners to a much deeper
understanding of the barriers people with
disabilities face, and the solutions that the
community believes to be necessary.

about the community. Our submissions
stressed the importance that the CRTC apply a
cross-disability perspective, as well as one that
ensures affordability of products and services
and takes into account the many people with
S o m e g e n e r a l a n d e s s e n t i a l disabilities who live in poverty. We argued that
recommendations were echoed by several the CRTC must take action to require that
groups. These include:
products and services are accessible and that in
moving forward on accessibility, a disability unit
n The CRTC must see this proceeding as the within the CRTC must be established.
beginning of an ongoing and perpetual systemic
approach to addressing accessibility issues.
We supported our submissions with a disability
law analysis to the statutory obligations that
n A Disability Unit with an understanding of exist in relation to telecommunications. We
disability issues and technical expertise must be argued that anti-discrimination and equality
established within the CRTC.
rights laws and principles apply to the
entitlement of people with disabilities to
n Consultation with people with disabilities and accessible telecommunications. In particular,
disability organizations is essential.
we articulated the applicability of human rights
obligations and the Canadian Charter of Rights
n A user-friendly mechanism must exist for and Freedoms to the CRTC’s considerations of
people with disabilities to raise concerns.
accessibility issues.
The CRTC must require service
providers, both broadcasters and
telephone companies, to ensure
that their products and
services are accessible for
people with disabilities.
Service providers have not,
and will not, take action
unless they are told to do so.

In addition to the November
hearing, much of this proceeding
has taken the form of written
submissions. These include
initial comments and
responses to questions
posed by the CRTC. Each
party had an opportunity to
submit final reply comments
by January 12, 2009. The
In addition to these broad
CRTC’s decision will be issued
r e c o m m e n d a t i o n s , m a n y d e t a i l e d after this date, although we do not know when
recommendations were made, such as the and cannot speculate what the CRTC will
need for a national video relay service, which decide.
allows people who are deaf to communicate
using sign language with voice telephone users In the words of Chris Stark, we are hoping that
through video equipment; concerns about the Commission scores a home run.
emergency notices on TV which are in print only
with no voice component for people who are The proceeding is referred to as: Broadcasting
blind; concerns about captioning of television Notice of Public Hearing CRTC 2008-8 Telecom
broadcasts and inaccessibility of cell phones.
Public Notice CRTC 2008-8. More information
can be accessed on the CRTC website and the
ARCH’s presentation focused primarily on transcripts, which are a verbatim record of
telecommunications because of our expertise in everything that was said by each of the parties
this area. We supported the recommendations at the hearing, can be accessed at
of the disability community and grounded our www.crtc.gc.ca/eng/transcripts/2008/index.htm
submissions in some fundamental realities #tt1117.
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ARCH’s submissions in this proceeding can
be accessed on our website at:
www.archdisabilitylaw.ca/publications/submissions.
asp

participating in a recently announced CRTC
proceeding. In it, the CRTC will be addressing a
number of matters relating to the internet. This
proceeding will have a very large impact on
telecommunications for people with disabilities
in the future, especially those who depend on
technology. The proceeding is referred to as
Telecom Public Notice CRTC 2008-19: Review
of the Internet traffic management practices of
internet service providers.

This proceeding is just one step in the process
towards accessible telecommunications and
broadcasting. We are hoping that it marks the
beginning of a new era at the CRTC, one in
which people with disabilities are active players
along with the CRTC and industry, and the
CRTC takes proactive, systemic and informed The Public Notice can be accessed at:
measures in addressing accessibility.
www.crtc.gc.ca/archive/ENG/Notices/2008/pt200819.htm
ARCH is continuing to participate in CRTC
proceedings, which will have an impact on Reprinted from ARCH Alert, December 19,
people with disabilities. To that end, we will be 2008.
BUS VENDING MACHINES ARE THE boxes to take money, issue tickets or validate
multiple ride passes. The Vendstars, stationed
TICKET By: Christian Burkin
at Route 40 bus stops, fill that role.

S

tockton, California--Squat silver boxes Until all 11 are installed and operational, Metro
dotted with multi-coloured lights and Express passengers will continue to ride farebuttons have been popping up around the free, said district spokesman Paul Rapp.
city in the past few weeks. Looking vaguely
science-fictional against the surrounding city In addition to the single-ride and day passes
environment, they sell bus passes.
already sold on regular buses, the vending
machines sell 31-day and 10-ride passes,
Manufactured by GFI Genfare, a subsidiary of which in the past were only available at RTD
North Carolina-based SPC Corp., they are fare offices and outlets.
vending machines that accompany the city’s
new Metro Express bus service.
The vending machines are bilingual; a single
button toggles the on-screen language between
The machines, also known as GFI Vendstar-2 English and Spanish. For the visually impaired,
TVMs, cost about $55,000 each. The Regional the machines offer audio instructions in both
Transit District bought 11, all of which eventually languages and feature braille keypads.
will be installed along Route 40. Nine already
dot city streets.
For now, the Vendstars issue tickets only in
exchange for cash and change, but in the next
Eight of them are working now at stops near six weeks, customers will be able to use debit
the Hammer Lane triangle, Benjamin Holt Drive, and credit cards as well, Rapp said.
University of the Pacific, San Joaquin Delta
College and the Downtown Transit Center.
These heavy-looking machines should be safe
from looters. They are banded to poles sunk into
The others should be on soon, said Kari concrete. Tampering sets off an alarm that “just
Wilson, an RTD project manager. The only thing about takes your head off,” said the RTD’s Wilson.
they lack, she said, is power.
Any would-be robbers would “almost have to
The vending machines are necessary in part take the entire (bus) shelter with them,” she
because Metro Express buses do not have fare said. Reprinted from the Stockton Record, 03/23/07.
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RECESSION IS POOR EXCUSE FOR EXCLUSION

O

rganizations should not use the
economic downturn as a reason not to
carry out work to make their websites
more accessible to people with disabilities, a
leading analyst said this week.
In fact, there is extensive evidence that an
economic downturn is a good time to increase
such activity, with significant opportunities to
increase market share, Ted Page of PWS web
services told the Law Society of Scotland’s
“Nothing But The Net” conference
(www.lawscot.org.uk/update/NBTN/).
“A study published by McKinsey in 2002 found
one of the most significant differences between
the most and least profitable firms over the
economic cycle was with respect to their
spending on marketing and advertising during
the recession period,” he said.
“Far from battening down the hatches when
the economy turned down, the best performers
actually increased spending in these areas, not
just relative to their competitors, but also
compared to their own spending in better
economic times. There have been many similar
studies that have come to broadly the same
conclusions.”

moderate or low, Page said.
Fixing problems would enable companies to
better reach 10 million disabled people in the UK
(United Kingdom), with 80 billion pounds annual
spending power, he said. It also offers better
access to people using mobile web devices,
which are not designed to cope with
inaccessible websites; and could improve
access to the 160 billion pound a year public
sector procurement market, which encourages,
and may soon be made dependent on,
accessibility of goods and services purchased.
There is one final reason why accessibility
should not be ignored, Page said--Google. “It is
in no way controversial to state that an
accessible website is almost always a Googlefriendly one. When Google comes to index your
web content, it navigates in much the same way
that a blind person using a screen reader does.
It is for good reason that Google is often referred
to as the ‘big blind billionaire.’ Shut it out at your
peril.”
For a full copy of Page’s talk, see:
www.pws-ltd.com
Reprinted from E-Access Bulletin, a free
monthly email newsletter, Issue 106, October
2008: www.headstar.com/eab

A recent survey by PWS found more than 80 Copyright 2008 Headstar Ltd.
percent of professional services firms are failing www.headstar.com
to comply with the Disability Discrimination Act
with respect to their websites, despite the costs
of fixing accessibility problems generally being

Giggle Dam Dinner Theatre
2616 Shaughnessy Street
Port Coquitlam, BC V3C 3G6
Tel: 604-944-4453 w Fax: 604-4944-4488
www.giggledam.com
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ACCESSIBLE WEBSITES MAKE GOOD BUSINESS SENSE
By: Geof Collis
Editor’s Note: Geof Collis is a Web Accessibility shopping cart checkout. Again, potential loss of
Consultant, Badeyes Design and Consulting: sales!
www.badeyes.com
About a year ago, I visited one of the music
download
websites. It wasn’t very accessible-ou’ve taken the time to put together your
business website. All of the players--the more like the best of the worst--but it had a pretty
designer, programmer and marketing-- good selection of the tunes I was looking for, so I
have done their part, and the site is now muddled on. I managed to get a number of the
launched. You did everything right. Or did you? songs I wanted and I proceeded to the checkout
Did you take into account accessibility? counter. I had to get my wife to fill out the credit
card information, however, because my screen
Usability?
reader was not able to read it, due to the
If you didn’t, then you’ve just lost potential inaccessible scripting.
revenue from the disability community for your
product or service, not to mention the possibility My wife has a busy life, and I don’t believe it is
of a lawsuit, as in the United States case of the incumbent on her to help this company make
National Federation of the Blind (NFB) versus sales, so I stopped going. Absolutely no more
Target, according to the Citizens with sales here! I contacted the company and
Disabilities-Ontario website (www.cwd- explained my problem and was promised they'd
o.org/cwdo/activities/accessibility_committee.p look into it. When I went back recently, I noticed
that the site itself wasn’t any more accessible
hp?activities-accessibility=523).
than before, but lo and behold, they had made
As reported on the same site, those with vision the checkout accessible by creating a screen
loss in the United Kingdom have a disposable reader-friendly form. I was able to purchase
income of roughly 50 million pounds, while tracks independently, and have been doing so
Canada’s disability community has 25 billion ever since. They lost years’ worth of sales
dollars. In the United States, the figure is $175 because they denied me access to their
billion for disposable income and approximately payment options.
$700 billion in annual earnings, with experts
expecting this buying power to exceed $1 trillion An inaccessible website can also present a
barrier to those looking for employment or
early in the new century.
wanting to purchase tickets. One problem is
Clearly, businesses need to operate in ways having to fill out forms that are not accessible or
that will attract disabled customers, including require some sort of verification that you are
those who are blind or partially sighted. Keeping indeed human.
in mind the potential revenue from this
community, numerous business websites are For screen-reader users, visual verification
so user-unfriendly that we can’t, or won’t, make boxes, or CAPTCHA, become a real barrier
it past the home page, because link names (www.cwd-o.org/cwdo/activities/accessibility_
make no sense, there is no alternative text for committee.php?activities-accessibility=223
images, or Flash is used indiscriminately, just to for more information about CAPTCHA).
name a few barriers that inaccessible websites
Another aspect of web design that goes hand
pose right at the outset. Potential loss of sales!
in hand with accessibility is usability. Your site
And then there are the sites we’ll venture into, can be accessible, but if it is not useable, then
often with mounting frustration, looking for a we’re back to square one. A site that has poor
product or service, only to be shut out at the colour contrast or inconsistent navigation, is not

Y
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marked up properly using lists/headings or
doesn’t have support for low literacy levels, can
present a barrier for persons with disabilities, as
well as for the general public.
I visited a site the other day hoping to purchase
information, but the site was so unusable that I
left in frustration. I consider myself a power
screen-reader user--if I have trouble with sites
like the ones I’ve described, then I’m quite
confident that your company is losing a lot of
sales because you didn’t make your site readily
accessible. People shouldn’t be expected to
notify you when they can’t access your site-assuming, of course, that they can even find
your contact details online.

community faces when a website is not
accessible, and you realize the lost sales that
may result. It’s time to retrofit your site, though it
is more expensive to do it this way than to build
from scratch. There’s no shortage of
accessibility experts who know very little about
what it takes to make your site user-friendly, but
who have no problem continuing to take your
money until they get it right.

Further Reading:
*Accessibility Myths and Misconceptions:
www.456bereastreet.com/archive/200505/accessib
ility_myths_and_misconceptions/
*Business benefits of an accessible website:
www.w3.org/WAI/bcase/benefits.html#content
*Designing More Usable Websites:
http://trace.wisc.edu/world/web/index.html
Now you are aware of some of the barriers the *Inaccessibility of CAPTCHA:
www.w3.org/TR/2005/NOTE-turingtest-20051123/
blind, partially sighted and otherwise disabled
*Quality tips for webmasters: www.w3.org/QA/Tips/

products they sell (mainly mutual funds) or on a
fee for service basis. If you choose an advisor
By: John Ogilvie
tied to a particular product (again, usually a
family of mutual funds), be sure you like that
Editor’s Note: John Ogilvie is an AEBC member product line.
and an adaptive technology trainer. Several
years ago, he completed the Canadian Please also note that advisors are by no
Securities Course.
means perfect, and it is possible to lose money
even through financial professionals.
o invest, you need capital (money), and
the usual way of acquiring this is to start a If you choose to make the decisions on your
savings program. There are many books own, more work is required on your part, but it
on this subject, such as “The Wealthy
can be rewarding both personally and
Barber” by David Chilton. The general
financially.
idea is to save gradually, by
transferring small amounts of money
Regardless of whether you use a
(preferably automatically) to a
financial advisor or manage your
separate savings account that can’t
investments yourself, you need to
be touched. Keep this amount small
understand the risk/reward equation.
but regular. Even people on limited
Generally speaking, the more risky an
income should be able to do this, be it necessary investment is, the greater the possible gain or
to skip the odd coffee out, and the earlier in life loss. If you buy a penny stock in a new venture,
the better, though later is better than nothing.
for example, it may be worth several dollars or
more in time, or maybe nothing, if the venture
Once you have some money, you need to does not work out. And if you invest in
decide how to invest it--either via a professional something that is close to risk-free, like a
or entirely self-directed. Specialists have guaranteed investment certificate (GIC), you
experience and expertise and may make all or will have your money and interest at the end of
just some of the decisions, depending on your the term, but it might not even keep up with
preference, and are paid either based on the inflation. Probably the best route for the

INSIGHT INTO INVESTING

T
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conservative individual is to invest in something
that is a little more risky than a GIC, like
preferred shares, an income trust, or a stock that
pays a decent dividend or has some growth
possibilities.
If you research and manage your own
investments, you can use fundamental analysis
where you study past earning records, growth
estimates, and various standard ratios that
measure some of these, or you can use
technical analysis, where you study the actual
moves in price and volume of the securities and
apply moving averages, chart patterns, and
other standard measurement tools.
How do totally blind people do these things?
With the advent of the internet, there are many
sites with enough text in them to make it
possible, and I know a few people who are doing
it. Even in technical analysis, which is
very chart reliant, graphic values can
be converted into numbers, which
can then be studied. For example,
the technical signals of support and
resistance can be checked just by
reviewing the closing numbers for a
stock over a period of time by using
Yahoo Finance, which can send the
performance of a stock or index over a given
timeframe to a spreadsheet for study. The chart
can then be “drawn in your mind,” so to speak.

You can also get current information on market
conditions from TV shows like “Nightly Business
Report” on PBS, and from the Business News
Network, a cable channel emphasizing the
Canadian perspective. On radio, local “all news”
stations typically provide “business” updates at
least twice an hour, and shows like “Power and
Money” and “Right on the Money” are broadcast
Sunday mornings on stations not otherwise
devoted to business content. VoicePrint also
airs a business report on TV or you can access it
on the internet (www.voiceprintcanada.com) for
more details. Finally, for getting security prices
and doing actual trades, some discount brokers
offer automated touch-tone or voice-recognition
phone services, as well as internet-based order
entry systems.
Taxes are also an investment consideration.
Not all income is taxed in the same manner. If
you buy a stock and sell it later for a
profit, for example, only one half of
the gain is taxed as a capital gain at
current rates; if you receive interest
income, it is taxed at your full tax
rate; if you receive dividends from a
Canadian corporation, the income is
taxed somewhere in between
regular income and a capital gain; also, if you
borrow money for the purposes of generating
income, that interest is deductible for tax
purposes.

Here are a few websites with enough text to be And, of course, there is the Registered
Retirement Savings Plan, which has some
useful to totally blind users:
immediate tax advantages. There is even a new
http://investored.ca – an unbiased, non-profit savings plan that goes into effect this year that
site with lots of general information covering defers tax on future income that does not have a
most aspects of investing geared to the current tax break.
newcomer.
As I’m writing this, there is enormous turmoil in
http://stockcharts.com – a technical analysis the markets due to the bankruptcy filing of
site with enough text to understand the topic. Lehman Brothers, as well as many other
Start with the Chart School link. See if you can consequences of the credit crisis, which has
find the section on support and resistance.
been in the news lately.
http://barchart.com – If you go to the Signals The bottom line is that there can be periods of
link, then a stock symbol link, and then the uncertainty, and people with money in the
Technicals link, you can hear a number of widely market must ride it out. In good times, rewards
followed technical indicators in text format.
do return.
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OPTING FOR ONLINE EDUCATION
By: Rajesh Malik
Editor’s Note: Rajesh Malik is an AEBC member A: Each class consisted of online discussion
who teaches Psychology at Dawson College, as and interaction between students and the
well as in the Department of Education at instructor. We were provided with lecture notes
Concordia University in Montreal, Quebec.
for each week, reading assignments from a
textbook or articles, and either papers to
ohn Diakogeorgiou is a Columbus, Ohio, prepare or problems to solve. If something was
resident who is blind and who works for not clear, we were encouraged to discuss it in
JPMorgan Chase Bank. Recently, he the online classroom with other students.
completed a Masters degree in Business
Administration in two years at Minneapolis, Since the online discussions took place
Minnesota’s Walden University, an institution throughout the week and not just during a two or
offering degrees in a virtual classroom--over the three-hour class, more information was
exchanged, and since we never met each other
internet--from the comfort of home.
face-to-face, students were less inhibited about
expressing their opinions. At
As online learning is
the same time, instructors
increasing in popularity, and it
made themselves available
is almost impossible to avoid
by email and telephone at
it in North American colleges
least three days a week for
and universities today--some
individual consultation.
courses delivered completely
over the internet and others
Q: How did you access your
offered in a traditional
classes and what special
classroom with an online
equipment did you use?
component--John’s experience
could be of tremendous help
A: Classes were conducted
to would-be students. The
online using an Internet
following interview was
browser. There was a folder
conducted via email.
for lecture notes, group
discussions, assignments
Q: Why did you decide to
and homework. They were
enroll in an online degree
all prepared using standard
program and not in a
web pages and were
traditional one?
John Diakogeorgiou
therefore quite accessible. In
most classes, we had to
A: An online program fit better
participate
in
a
group
project via email and a
with my schedule. At the time, I was working the
discussion
board
so
that
the instructor could
evening shift and was also raising foster
children, which gave me little time during the gauge each student’s participation. Exams
day. Additionally, I thought I wouldn’t have to were all done online and were open book, using
deal with professors unwilling or unable to multiple choice or short answer items.
verbally describe graphs or math/financial
problems on the board. With an online class, The only special equipment I used was a
this information is provided in lecture notes so screen reader called JAWS. I also used off-theshelf scanning software, which can be used to
that it can be read easily and digested.
recognize PDF files and convert them into other
Q: How were your classes organized? What formats.
could you do if the material was unclear?

J
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Q: How did you obtain your reading material in in suburbs or rural areas to pursue postan accessible format?
secondary courses.
A: The courses came in a specific sequence so I
always knew what would come next and I was
able to find out the names of the textbooks
ahead of time, enabling me or the Disability
services department to order the books, in PDF
or Word format, beforehand. Occasionally, I had
to use a scanner and optical character
recognition software, as well as the Optacon, to
read graphs, formulas and financial tables in
accounting, finance and statistics textbooks,
which were difficult to read with JAWS.

Q: What advice do you have for other blind or
partially sighted persons who might be
considering enrolling in online courses? What
kind of general preparation would they need?

A: They must be well versed in technology,
including how to use their adaptive software and
how to perform research online, but we also still
need someone now and then to read
information or help with computer programs.
For example, if a text is provided in PDF format,
it may still be difficult to read tables, and in
Because many of the periodicals and journals courses like math, science and finance, where
are available online, it was much easier to formulas are used, screen readers such as
perform library-based research than in the past. JAWS and Window-Eyes are not able to deal
with this type of information.
Q: Did you encounter any problems that were
unique to being blind? How satisfactorily were It’s also important to develop time management
these issues addressed?
skills, since multiple deadlines usually occur
throughout the week.
A: I faced one major difficulty in all of my
courses. By the end of a week, the online Q: Based on your experience, would you
discussion section usually contained over 100 consider taking online courses again in the
messages, and it was necessary for me to know future?
whether I had already read them or not. A
technical problem with newer versions of JAWS, A: I would not hesitate to do so. The experience
which Freedom Scientific (the software was a good one and I would highly recommend
developer) was unable to fix, made this difficult, it to others.
so I relied on an older version of JAWS.
The only other problem was with a statistics
add-in to Excel that we used for several classes.
As this program did not work well with JAWS, I
depended on sighted help to use it.
Q: As a blind person, what do you think were
some of the advantages of completing a degree
online, which may not be apparent to others?

REGISTER
TODAY!

A: We don’t have to worry about how we are
going to take notes or about ensuring that the
instructor provides us with all the information
written on the board. Also, we don’t have to think
about how we’ll get to and from class or the
library. Most places do not have the type of
transportation that cities have, which might
make it difficult for persons with vision loss living
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CHARTERING A COURSE THROUGH THE ACCOUNTING WORLD
By: Mark Dumalski
Editor’s Note: Mark Dumalski is Treasurer of
AEBC’s Ottawa-Gatineau Chapter, and expects
to receive his Chartered Accountant’s
designation in the first half of 2009. He is
currently working as a Senior Tax Analyst with
Deloitte & Touche LLP.

challenges in preparing Canadian and US
personal tax returns. Not only did clients tend to
submit their slips by fax or via inaccessible PDF
files, but the tax-return software we used was
also difficult to work with. I wasn’t immediately
sure how I would deal with this challenge, given
that scanning slips wasn’t as accurate as
uring my last year of high school, I was dealing with such important numbers requires,
seriously considering pursuing an but Deloitte has always made every effort to
undergraduate degree in history, but I allow me to do my job on an equal footing with
found myself four or five years later making a my sighted colleagues. To this end, the firm
arranged for the Canadian
little history of my own after
and US tax preparation
changing my subject area. In
software to be scripted for
my second year of a
JAWS, the screen reader,
Bachelor of Commerce
and to have tax slip
degree at the University of
information put into a format
Ottawa, I decided to
I could access. While such
specialize in accounting.
accommodations
When people ask me why I
sometimes meant spending
chose this focus, I really don’t
extra time on a given file,
have an answer. Accounting
Deloitte was always willing
seemed like a respectable
to make this investment, if it
profession to me at the time,
resulted in me preparing a
and I had always been
interested in tax, so it Mark Dumalski stands at the top of quality return.
seemed like a good fit for me. Whistler Peak while taking time out
At the end of my university
I didn’t see it, however, as a
from the Canadian Institute of
degree,
Deloitte offered me
long-term career option, as I
Chartered Accountant’s 2008
w a s s t i l l s e r i o u s l y In-Depth Tax Course, held last July. a full-time position, and I was
on my way to achieving a
considering law school.
Chartered Accountant’s
But my co-op interview with Deloitte & Touche (CA) designation. The Institute of Chartered
began to make me think more seriously about Accountants of Ontario (ICAO) was somewhat
accounting. Not only was Deloitte the biggest surprised that a blind person was pursuing a CA
accounting firm in the Ottawa area and in designation, having never before encountered
Canada as a whole, it was also the only one anyone who could not read print--even if it were
offering co-op students the opportunity to spend enlarged--but it arranged for me to write my
their first four-month placement working tests at the University of Ottawa’s Access
exclusively in tax. Normally, accounting Centre, and I passed the three-day Uniform
students are required to start off in the audit Final Examination one gruelling year later.
stream, but this area failed to catch my interest, While I don’t think I’m the only person with vision
and I knew it would be difficult for me to work in loss to have achieved this, I am probably one of
an auditing capacity with hard-copy financial a select few.
documents.
Now, the only thing separating me from my CA
My first term in tax at Deloitte, however, designation was 1200 hours of audit
showed me that I would face some of the same experience. Once again, though, we found a
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way to achieve what had previously seemed
impossible. While not all aspects of audit are
practicable for me, given my limited vision and
the prevalence of paper documents in this area,
I could write memos for a file explaining the
proper accounting treatment for given
transactions; perform analytical procedures on
financial data presented in Microsoft Excel
format; select various invoices or assets for
testing out of a population of thousands of
items, again with Excel, etc. I still need about 120
hours, and the current plan seems to be for me to
work with our Toronto office, in a researching role,
to provide information to other members of a
given audit team on various complex accounting
issues. Getting my requisite audit hours has
definitely been a challenge, but a challenge that
has been overcome.

I have come a long way from thinking about the
Roman Empire and ancient Greece in high
school, though my thoughts still wander the
globe. I now work in our International tax group,
where I assist multinational corporate clients
with various tax planning and restructuring
issues. It has been an interesting journey-pursuing a career that has required me to be
inventive and to fight through the intermittent
frustrations. It is also rewarding, though, and not
just for work reasons. Achieving this goal has
shown me that, even in situations where it
seems impossible, persons who are blind or
partially sighted can pretty much accomplish
whatever they wish, as long as they are creative
and determined to find a way, no matter what
the circumstances.

GETTING THE MOST FROM
TECHNOLOGY

2. Training is just as important as equipment.
For someone new to computers, getting the
right training is at least as important as what
equipment they choose. This is one of the things
that demonstrates the importance of early
support for people who develop sight (loss). It is
absolutely true that not everyone will have
specialist provision on his or her doorstep, but
blind and partially sighted people should not be
deterred from going to their local college of
further education. Although the experience of
people with sight (loss) in
mainstream education is mixed, it is
by no means all bad. Training in the
home is generally expensive,
although there are some schemes
such as You Can Do IT that provide
low-cost training. But in many areas,
the only practical option will be the
local college.

By: James Bird

D

uring nearly eight years at the Royal
National Institute of the Blind, I have
been contacted by many blind and
partially sighted people who are extremely
frustrated by their experience of technology. In
most of these cases, some forward thinking and
a realistic attitude could have
prevented this frustration. Here are
my top ten tips to pass on to users.
1. To buy or not to buy--that should
be the question. Before buying any
equipment, users should be clear
about what they want it to do and
what skills they will need to use it.
Rehabilitation professionals and
organizations such as RNIB get
many calls from people who have
bought equipment and then try to work out how
to use it. This is equivalent to buying a car and
expecting to be able to drive it. Training and
support need to be considered before making
any purchase. Computers are not suitable for, or
of interest to, everybody. Sometimes another
product may be more suitable--such as a standalone reading machine, which uses computer
technology but has a simple interface.

3. Keep the manuals. It is
important to look after things like
disks and manuals that come with computer
equipment. Even if the user has no intention of
changing anything on the system, the disks may
still be vital if there are problems later on. It is
also worthwhile keeping packaging so the
product can be returned if the worst comes to
the worst. A printed manual that a blind user
cannot read could be vital for a volunteer who
comes to help with a problem. It is surprising
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how often people simply throw away the disk overhead lights. Glare filters are available from
that licences software worth hundreds of computer and office suppliers, but few people
pounds.
find them effective and they make the image
less distinct, as well as darker.
4. Help technical support staff to help you. If
users do experience problems, it is important 7. Use volunteers. RNIB has computer
that they make a note of what they are, so that volunteers who can help with problems such as
technical support staff can work out what is installing hardware and software and setting up
going wrong. When calling the supplier’s equipment. Volunteers are also available from
technical support staff, they can then be ready other sources such as IT (Information
with these details of the problem and relevant Technology) Can Help and some local societies.
information, such as the version number of Reg says his volunteer is “always efficient, has
software they are using. General statements lots of empathy and sorts all problems out
like “it’s not working” do not give support staff quickly.” Another service user said that the
enough information to help.
volunteers had “saved her life” by getting her
copy of JAWS updated after she had been
5. The best way of learning about equipment is struggling for a long time to do this herself.
to use it. Trying to read manuals from cover to
cover starting at the first page is not
8. Free software can be
generally the best way to learn to
valuable. There is
use a new piece of equipment or
software, including access
software. It is better to use it. Ben
software, that can be
Hockliffe, who is partially
downloaded from the
sighted, uses computers
internet free of charge
at work, of necessity,
to everybody. This is
and at home to access
known as “freeware.”
the internet and record
Other software is free in
and play music. But he
some circumstances,
regards computers as a
and is known as
tool that he uses with
“shareware.” Thunders
some reluctance and
is a shareware screen
boasts of being a
reader that can be
technophobe. He says, “When I need to learn a downloaded free for use by blind and partially
new computer program, I just click on everything sighted individuals. iZoom is a free
to see what it does. I never read manuals.” magnification program. Other free software is
available that may be of interest to individuals
6. Glare and headaches. People with sight with sight (loss), including text editing programs
(loss) quite often ask about glare and possible and audio software of various sorts, as well as
eye damage, and report headaches when using scanning software. This is another example of a
computers. There is no general risk in using situation where training and knowledge can
monitors, although it is worth heeding advice to save significant amounts of money. Free
take regular breaks. The Health and Safety software is by definition not supported, so you
Executive publish a leaflet giving information on need some computer experience to take
this. If individuals still have concerns, they advantage of these products.
should consult their doctor or specialist.
Problems with glare can generally be most 9. Get the most out of the telephone. Most, or
effectively tackled by turning down the perhaps all, phone companies offer a free
brightness of the monitor, changing the displays directory service to customers not able to
settings (reversing the contrast, for example), access the print directory. With BT (British
and eliminating ambient glare from windows or Telephones), this can be contacted by dialling
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192--users need to register and prove they have
a disability. BT will connect callers directly who
are not able to write down numbers. Phone
Anything gives access to the internet over the
telephone, with web pages read by artificial
voice. This means that blind and partially
sighted people who do not have a computer can
listen to web pages and navigate web links,
using any landline or mobile phone.

References:

10. Be realistic. Two of the things that
professionals are most often asked about are
the cost and complexity of computer equipment.
I have suggested ways of alleviating this, but in
the end it is perhaps as well to accept that
technology, like most things in life, has bad
points as well as good.

Thunder: www.screenreader.net

HSE (Health and Safety Executive) advice on
working with VDUs:
www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/indg36.pdf
IT Can Help: www.itcanhelp.org.uk
IZoom: www.issist.com
Phone Anything: www.phoneanything.com

U Can Do IT: www.ucandoit.org.uk
Reprinted from NB, the magazine for sight
loss and eye health professionals, published
by RNIB, London, England, March 2007.
© NB Magazine, RNIB.

THE INTERNET WAS MADE FOR days you had been drinking contaminated water
because you’d not seen or heard the reports
DEAF-BLIND PEOPLE
that it was unfit for human consumption. This
By: Liz Ball

really happened.

E

quipped with a screen reader and a We could not shop for ourselves, see products,
braille display, the online revolution has read labels or communicate with the store’s
been life changing for many deaf-blind assistants. We had to struggle with this, or wait
people.
until somebody conversant in Deaf-blind
Manual could accompany us to do our
If I didn’t know better, I would think that the shopping. Imagine something as essential as
internet was made for deaf-blind people. It buying food being so frustrating that one in four
wasn’t. It was made for the military. But I can’t deaf-blind people went without food or
think of anything else that, by itself, has had medicine, according to a survey carried out by
such a phenomenal impact upon our lives.
Sense and Deaf-blind UK in May 2000. That’s
what life was like for deaf-blind people before
Those of us with no useful vision or hearing Tesco.com or Sainsbury’s Online came to our
access the internet using a regular PC equipped rescue.
with “screen reader” software and a braille
display. Ten to fifteen years ago, before so much Our only way of communicating at distance
of day-to-day life was available online, deaf- was via text phone, and we needed expensive
blind people lived in a very different world.
braille equipment to use it. Even then, we were
only able to phone the small number of people
Before Internet: We could not access who had the same equipment at the other end.
television or radio, or go to the cinema of an
evening. Correspondence was sent to us in Radio, television, written information, distance
print, which we couldn’t read. The same went for communication, shopping--all were inaccessible
newspapers, magazines and books. Unless, to us. Now, in 2007, we can do all sorts of things
that was, charities got involved and transcribed and carry out a huge variety of daily tasks using
information into a format we could read. Imagine the internet. I, for one, don’t know how I could
finding out via a weekly braille news summary, survive without it.
produced by a charity, that for the past seven
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Post Internet: I’m not addicted to the net, but I
do go online even before I set off for work. I
quickly read the news headlines and my
personal emails, leaving a more thorough look
at both for when I get home in the evening.
Before catching the train, I check for reported
problems affecting my route. So, thanks to the
joys of the internet, breaking news is right there
at my fingertips from the moment I wake up.

wealth of information, the likes of which I could
only have dreamt of before, and lets me hide my
ignorance and stupidity into the bargain!

The hour and a half it takes me to commute to
the office is more than enough time offline. The
first thing I do when reaching my desk is to go
through my work-related emails. Plus, I often
need to send my local authority’s highways
department a message to report the latest
broken pedestrian crossing that I discovered on
my way into work--they must be sick of me by
now.

Without the net, I would have found my PhD
extremely difficult, if not impossible. My
research was exploring how blind and partially
sighted people become independent travellers,
which meant that I had to find out their views. I
struggled for months with the problem that I am
deaf-blind and communicate using Deaf-blind
Manual, while my research participants are
hearing and do not. Email interviews and online
forums gave me a way to talk to them, and the
vast majority of my data came from those
sources. Plus, more and more academic
journals are available online. How would I have
accessed good quality research literature
without them?

I work as the Campaigns Involvement Officer
for Sense, the organization for deaf-blind
children and adults. My role involves training,
supporting and advising deaf-blind people and
their families on campaigning, so email is my
main way of communicating with service users
and colleagues. Even so, people are sometimes
surprised when they have exchanged emails
with me only to later discover that I am deafblind myself. They’re taken aback that
somebody with my impairment can read and
write fluently and do the job I do. It’s thanks to
email rather than face-to-face interaction that
we can work together on an equal footing.
That’s not to say face-to-face discussion is out
of the question. I communicate with some
colleagues using Deaf-blind Manual, a form of
tactile finger spelling. Each letter of the alphabet
has a unique sign, which is made against my
hand. But with many colleagues, even those
sitting in the same room, I use email rather than
Deaf-blind Manual to communicate with them
because it’s faster, less time-consuming, and
they don’t have to get up to come over and take
my hand to fingerspell what they want to say.

I probably couldn’t do my job if I wasn’t online.
So maybe it was the DWP (Department for
Works and Pensions) that originally
masterminded the internet just to get deaf-blind
people into work?

Another thing I get sick of all too easily is going
to the shops. But I love online shopping.
Groceries, clothing, presents, household bits
and bobs, gadgets--you name it, I get it online. I
can browse products and, often, read
information, such as cooking instructions, that I
could not otherwise access. It’s a month since I
last had a communicator-guide--somebody
trained in guiding and communicating with deafblind people and whose role is to support us to
carry out everyday tasks--and I don't know when
I’ll next see one. If it wasn’t for online shopping, I
would starve.
The net has also saved me from losing contact
with my family and many friends. I would only
have been able to communicate with them
through braille letters sent by post or if they were
in the same room as me and using Deaf-blind
Manual. Email enables us to stay in touch.

When asked for advice on an issue I know little I have also made many new friends online,
about, I search the World Wide Web to piece especially deaf-blind ones. There aren’t many
together the answers. It gives me access to a deaf-blind people--only around 23,000 in the
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UK--and we’re very spread out geographically
so it’s hard to get together. Going online,
however, we can meet up from the comfort of
our own homes. I’m in regular email contact with
several deaf-blind individuals, and participate in
online discussion forums, such as the Public
Deaf-blind Discussion Mailing List (part of this
list provided by The Teaching Research Institute
of Western Oregon University, on which you can
find a number of deaf-blindness groups).
UsherLife, a site for people who have Usher
Syndrome, also have an email discussion
group.

communication only really works for one-to-one
conversations. For deaf-blind people who rely
on tactile communication, the only way we can
effectively join in with group discussions is by
doing so on the web.
My life is centred around the internet. My work,
studies, socializing and well-being depend upon
it. All I need now is easy-to-use mobile web
access and affordable braille equipment for it.
Then I could be connected from the moment I
get up to the moment I go to bed. How sad is
that...?

Online groups do more than just enabling deaf- Reprinted from BBC Ouch!, United Kingdom,
blind people to share experiences, ideas, and October 17, 2007: www.bbc.co.uk/ouch/
information and to have fun. Offline, tactile

CAREER OF A LIFETIME
By: Paul Thiele

they could use their special equipment. They
also suggested that I take this project on for two
or three years, and then go back to completing
my PhD and pursue my teaching career.

Editor’s Note: Paul Thiele is Professor and
Director Emeritus at the University of British
I jumped at the chance. I needed a job, as I was
Columbia’s Crane Library and Resource
about to get married, and the project sounded
Centre. He is also an AEBC member.
like an interesting challenge. My first
appointment was a one-year
fter earning both Bachelor’s
term position, which stretched
and Master’s degrees, and
into two years, with the Dean of
three years of doctoral
Arts Office as “Curator” of the
studies, at the University of British
Crane Collection. Two years
Columbia (UBC), I thought I was
later, Crane became a branch
headed for a career of postof the UBC Library, a first for
secondary teaching in my subject
North American academic
specialty--Comparative Literature.
institutions.
Instead, I was head-hunted by then
Dean of Arts and later President Dr.
I undertook a series of
Walter Gage and University
initiatives some 26 years later
Librarian Basil Stuart-Stubbs to
to join Student Services and
organize a large collection of braille
the newly created Disability
books offered to UBC by the Estate
Resource Centre in order to
of Charles Allen Crane, a unique
integrate library services and
Paul Thiele
and gifted scholar who was both
the production of textbooks
deaf and blind.
and other materials in large
print, braille, tactile graphics and on
My benefactors’ reasoning was that UBC had
audiocassette, with the disability office’s
a substantial population of blind and partially
support services including library, research and
sighted students due to its proximity to the
student assistants, as well as specialized exam
Jericho Hill School for the Blind in Vancouver,
arrangements.
but there were no organized support services,
accessible library materials, or centre where

A
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I had no idea how daunting the project would
become--cataloguing Charles Crane’s nearly
10,000 braille volumes, fundraising for
specialized equipment like braille writers,
electronic magnifiers and tape recorders, and
recruiting volunteers to record textbooks, not to
mention finding and furnishing an appropriate
space for all. With the help of several faculty
colleagues and library staff, however, as well as
outside financial contributions, we opened the
Crane Library in 1970.

News of the library and support service for
blind and partially sighted students spread
quickly, and we were asked to share our
materials with other colleges and universities,
as well as to advise government, library and
academic organizations. This led to a lot of
travel, including a six month mission to Kenya,
sponsored by UNESCO (United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization), where we established a similar
facility at the University of Nairobi, and where
we taught courses on services to non-print
My most supportive assistant, who shared my readers.
vision of what a library and resource centre for
blind, partially sighted and print-disabled Thirty-five years later, I took early retirement,
university students should be, was my wife, still chuckling about my unfinished doctoral
Judy. After graduating with a general arts studies (possibly to become a post-retirement
degree, she volunteered thousands of hours project), and the two-year appointment that
cataloguing the collection. She enrolled in stretched into a lifetime career. I’m immensely
UBC’s Master’s program in Library Science, grateful to UBC for giving Judy and me this
earning her graduate degree and becoming incredible opportunity to develop something
Canada’s first blind librarian. Judy was also unique, which continues to thrive to this day.
appointed as Crane’s Reference and
Collections Librarian.

INTERNATIONAL CORNER
A BLIND ACTIVIST IN CAMEROON
By: Eugene Nforngwa

T

“I felt pain for three days and when I woke up
on the fourth day, I could not see again. I did not
know it was blindness. I tried to wash my face,
tried to open the eyes, but I could not see. It was
a terrible situation for me. I wanted to commit
suicide, but I did not know how to go about it.”

here are about 600,000 blind people In
Cameroon. The country’s sight- Moussa, now 40 years old, says he’s glad he
impaired complain of a lack of did not kill himself. Over the years, religion and
government support, but one man, himself rehabilitation training restored his selfblind, is fighting for change.
confidence. Today, he heads his own group of
centres for those who have lost their sight, The
As a young boy in Yaounde, Bertin Coco Club for Young Rehabilitated Blind People (Club
Moussa spent hours every day playing football. des Jeunes Aveugles Rehabilites du
But in 1979, when he was just four years old, his Cameroun).
life changed forever.
Moussa and another blind friend, Martin
His mother noticed he had a hard time finding Luther, co-founded the group shortly after
the ball, and doctors confirmed his sight was graduating from a rehabilitation school for the
deteriorating. By age 15, it was gone--as was blind in 1986. At the end of their training, the
his dream of becoming a professional athlete. government gave each of them a one-time
His first reaction, he says, was disbelief and stipend of 135 dollars. They decided to go into
anger. He tells about the day he woke up and business. Using Coco’s bedroom as a
found his sight was much worse than the day workshop, the two began weaving rope chairs,
before.
which they sold to tourists. They invited other
schoolmates from the rehabilitation centre and
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soon they were into everything from music to In December 2003, Cameroon’s first lady,
drama, with the twin goals of making money and Chantal Biya, chaired the inauguration of the
educating the public about the plight of the blind. club’s headquarters in Yaounde. In 1994,
Moussa was named the first Cameroonian
As the activities grew, they sought support fellow of the US-based group, Ashoka, which
from the Department of Social Affairs, which recognizes men and women leading social
offered them the corridors of their offices in change around the world. A year later, a
Yaounde to use as a handicraft workshop. government committee agreed to fund a literacy
Friends advised them to form an association, project by the centre with money saved from
which would help them unite and attract debt cancellation. The project is in its second
support. In 1988, they founded the Club of phase.
Young Rehabilitated Blind People, which runs
10 rehabilitation centres across the country.
Moussa says a lot has been done but it is far
from enough.
Moussa says, “The aim of the association is to
sensitize the public about the problems of Most Cameroonians who have lost their sight
people with blindness. It is also to bring together had a preventable illness or condition, such as
blind people, train them and insert them in the river blindness and untreated cataracts.
economic circuit of the nation.”
Moussa believes it is the collective
responsibility of blind and sighted people to deal
Traditionally, in Cameroon, the blind have with the problem.
usually been left to beg on the streets. But the
centre sees things differently: It runs a poultry There is a government centre for the blind in
farm, where the sight-impaired learn to raise Buea at the foot of Mt. Cameroon, but it has few
chickens and market their eggs.
openings. And Moussa says once the trainees
complete the program, they are left on their own.
At the club’s headquarters, students learn how His own centres were born out of the need to
to move about by themselves with the help of a make the training received from the
cane and how to read and write in braille.
government-run centre useful in practical terms.
Last year, 150 students graduated from 10
centres across the country, under a nationwide
literacy program that started in 2005. The
program was run by Moussa and sponsored by
the government. One hundred fifty more
students are now in training. In all, about 1,000
blind people have benefitted from the centres’
activities.

Today, he is also training blind people who’ve
not been able to get into the government-run
center.

And Coco believes their lives have been
changed for good, “It is [as if their] eyes are now
open. They cannot physically see, but they are
able to take control of their lives. Many are
working, others developing income-generating
activities; they can get married and live like any
other person. They are really happy. Some are
students in high schools, universities. We are
happy about what we have been able to do.”
Moussa’s success has inspired many people
and organizations.

But he has no political ambitions. All he wants
is more empowerment for the blind and more
respect from the public. He says if given
opportunities, sight-impaired people can make
a great contribution to society and even rise to
lead nations.

A husband and father of five, Moussa declines
to see his blindness as a handicap or a disability,
and hopes many other blind people will respond
to their condition in the same way.

As part of his work, he is also pushing for the
rights of the sight-impaired. A law sets
employment quotas for people with disabilities,
but it is largely unknown and often ignored.
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Last year, the centres began teaching blind Moussa says his biggest challenge was
people how to use the legal rights they’ve getting the centres operational. Many people
gained. There’s also a program to tell employers tried to talk him out of it--they thought because
about their obligations about hiring the blind.
he was blind, he stood no chance of
succeeding. But that did not stop him. He says
Moussa also uses music as a tool to raise he hopes others will follow his example in the
awareness about the plight of the blind and effort to reach the many other blind people who
other disabled people. In 1999, his first album, still need help.
Cecite (Blindness), was a hit in Cameroon.
Reprinted from Voice of America, January 14, 2008.

DISABILITY-FRIENDLY HOTELS

T

he Ministry of Labour and Social Security
will be introducing a certification program
for hotels that cater to persons with
disabilities.
State Minister Senator Floyd Morris, who
made the announcement at the launch of the
Friendly City Project on Wednesday (Sept. 27)
at the Hilton Kingston Hotel, explained that
hotels having all the facilities for the disabled
would be certified platinum, with ratings of gold
and silver for properties that have some
facilities.

challenge for persons with disabilities, and as
part of the project modifications will be made to
the two international airports, hotels, places of
entertainment, public thoroughfares and public
transportation.
“The truth is that we must create greater
access for persons with disabilities so that they
are able to go about their legitimate business.
You cannot exercise a right if you do not have
the means to exercise that right,” he argued.

Turning to customer service, Senator Morris
pointed out that this component was very
“The aim is to say to the world and the wider important if Jamaica is to be successful,
Jamaican society that those particular hotels especially in the area of tourism.
have facilities to accommodate the disabled,”
the Senator remarked. “I think all hotels should “There is need to adopt a more courteous
yearn to be in that platinum category,” he added. approach and that is what we are emphasizing,
because if we are going to be attracting visitors
The certification program will form part of the to our country, we definitely will have to know
Friendly City Project, which has three distinct what are the international norms, what are the
components--public education, accessibility international standards, and what is the
and customer service.
international language in terms of relating to
persons with disabilities,” he argued.
Expounding on the public education
campaign, Senator Morris said that it was The Minister stated that the launch of the
designed to ensure that all Jamaicans become project signalled the government’s commitment
more sensitive to the needs of persons with to ensuring that Jamaica adopted a friendlier
disabilities.
approach to the disabled. In addition, he said
the project was the culmination of a vision he
“It will not just be confined to ensuring that we had from 1998.
make Jamaica friendly, but to sensitize the
public about the issues that disabled persons “Vision has nothing to do with sight,” said the
are confronted with on a daily basis,” he Senator, who is visually impaired.
explained.
Reprinted from the Jamaica Information
Service, October 2, 2006: www.jis.gov.jm/
The issue of accessibility to facilities and
services, he stressed, remained a major
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JURY MEMBERS CAN BE BLIND
By: Caro Meldrum
Editor’s Note: For further information on this “In the course of a number of conventions
article’s subject and the report, see the website across the country, each state, including New
for the Law Reform Commission, New South South Wales, passed a resolution that they
Wales: www.lawlink.nsw.gov.au/lrc
believed that blind people should not be
disqualified from sitting on juries under the
he national peak advocacy organization various state laws,” she said.
for blind and vision-impaired people has
thrown its support behind a call for their She says being barred from sitting as a jury
member makes her feel like less of a citizen.
inclusion on New South Wales juries.

T

Blind Citizens Australia has backed the NSW “It’s just sheer stupidity because there isn’t a
Disabilities Commissioner’s call to open up good reason for it.”
juries to vision- and hearing-impaired people.
“Certainly, it’s not giving us the equal right
aspect,
as citizens, to have our rights and
The Disabilities Commissioner, Graeme
Innes, has accused the State Government and perform our responsibilities as citizens.”
Law Reform Commission of shirking their
The Executive Director of the NSW Law
responsibilities.
Reform Commission, Peter Hennessy, says he
He says the matter was referred to the understands the report will be made public this
Commission more than five years ago, but its week.
report is yet to be released despite going to the
He says that Mr. Innes should be satisfied with
Attorney General eight months ago.
its recommendations, but he says it is the
“As a blind person myself, who has sat as a Government’s role to implement them.
head of a tribunal and a hearing commissioner, I
see no reason why blind people can’t participate He says the report involved complex research,
which took a long time to complete.
in the same way as other citizens,” he said.
The National Policy Officer at Blind Citizens Reprinted from ABC News, May 9, 2007, with
permission of News Online, Australian
Australia, John Power, agrees.
Broadcasting Corporation.
“People who are blind or vision-impaired must
be treated equally in our society,” he said. ”As
equal citizens, this includes civic
responsibilities, including jury service.”
Another person who has welcomed Mr. Innes’
push for blind and deaf people to be included on
NSW juries is Susan Thompson. Ms. Thompson
is the President of the Sydney branch of Blind
Citizens Australia, and has been blind since
childhood.
She drafted the organization’s state policy on
opening up juries to vision-impaired people.
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT: YOUR VOICE LEADS TO EQUALITY
By: Robin East
Editor’s Note: The following are notes for an ÄMaking Canada’s Voting System Truly
Address by Robin East, President, Alliance for Accessible
Equality of Blind Canadians, to the AEBC’s
Annual General Meeting, Toronto, Saturday, ÄThe Role of Taxation on Enhancing the SelfSufficiency of Persons with Disabilities in
May 18, 2008.
Canada
want to thank the Toronto Chapter for
hosting this year’s Annual General Meeting ÄA Walk on the Wild Side Brief
(AGM). A great deal of planning and work
occurs behind the scenes before, during and ÄBoomers Aging with Vision Loss: Public
after this event. I am certain the members Attitudes Are Key
present at this 2008 AGM will show their
gratitude to the Toronto Executive and Chapter Some conferences we presented at were:
members.
ÄOntario Vision Teachers Conference
The past year has been very busy and I invite
you to review our bi-monthly
ÄYo r k U n i v e r s i t y ’s C r i t i c a l
activity reports. You will find that
Disabilities Studies Conference
the AEBC has been on Television,
in newspapers, on the Radio,
ÄA debate at the 5th annual
making presentations to all levels
Breaking Down Barriers
of government, and at various
Conference of Canada-Wide
conferences.
Accessibility for Post-Secondary Students
(CanWAPSS)
We set up an information picket to share
information on the dangers of hybrid and electric
ÄThe 25 in 5 network anti-poverty conference
automobiles; wrapped up a very successful
alternative for delivery of technical aids; and
discussed with ARCH Disability Law Centre ÄEnd Exclusion (co-sponsored by the Council
of Canadians with Disabilities - CCD), the
filing a charter challenge regarding our Right to
Canadian Association of Independent Living
gain access to an accessible and verifiable vote
Centres (CAILC) & the Canadian Association
in federal elections. We have sent briefs to the
for Community Living (CACL)
C a n a d i a n R a d i o - Te l e v i s i o n a n d
Telecommunications Commission (CRTC)
regarding our right to access communications; a ÄThe Ontario Disability Support Program
(ODSP) Action Coalition
brief to Federal, Provincial and Territorial
governments on accessible elections; a brief on
poverty; and many more.
ÄWalk International Conference

I

Briefs and activities we participated in include:
Briefs:

Ä11th International Conference on Mobility
and Transport for Elderly and Disabled
Persons (TRANSED)

ÄA Comprehensive Economic Strategy for ÄFestival of International Conferences on
Ontarians with Disabilities
Care Giving, Disabled, Aging & Technology
ÄHybrid Car Brief to be presented at
(FICCDAT) 2007 Conferences
international Vision Conference
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Important meetings we have attended were:

I am pleased to report that this year four
scholarships were awarded. We wish these
üConsultation on the provision of library students all the best in their studies and future
services in Canada as part of Library and plans:
Archive Canada’s Initiative for Equitable
Library Access
1. The Campbell River Lions Club of British
Columbia Scholarship: Ms. Christine Nieder,
üArch Disability Law Centre re: court action for New Westminster, BC, Douglas College,
blind electors
Classroom Community Support w/Autism
üConsultations re: Saskatchewan ElectionsAct Specialty. “I would like to work within the postsecondary system as either a transition
counsellor, teacher in adult special education
üConnectus Consulting re: CRTC issues
programs, or work in a disability centre.”

?Ongoing meetings with the Ontario

government’s information & communications 2. The Business, Education and Technology
Scholarship: Mr. Chima Andrew Akomas,
standard development committee
Vancouver, BC, Sauder School of Business,
University of British Columbia (UBC), Degree in
?Hon. George Smitherman, Ontario Minister of Business, Consultant/Manager/Administrator.
Health, re: elections, hybrid car, non-drivers’
license
3. The Alan H. Neville Memorial Scholarship:

?CCD Social Policy Committee
?Guide Dog Users of Canada AGM
?PAWS Biennial Conference
?Ongoing consultations with Royal Ontario

Ms. Natalie Martiniello, Montreal, Quebec,
McGill University. “I am currently in my first year,
pursuing my BA Honours undergraduate
degree in Sociology, with a minor in Educational
Psychology. Afterwards, I would like to obtain a
Master’s degree in Rehabilitation Teaching from
the University of Montreal.”

4. The AEBC National Achievement
Scholarship: Ms. Deborah Adams, Sackville,
?Ongoing meetings re: anti-poverty with Nova Scotia, Mount St. Vincent University, BA in
Political Studies. Overcoming the loss of sight in
Ontario Coalition for Social Justice
the midst of a successful military career, Ms.
As mentioned prior to this list of activities and Adams is now focusing on her education and
briefs, more details can be located on our web would like to work in public policy.
site: www.blindcanadians.ca
I would like to welcome all the new members
that
have joined AEBC during the past year. In
I would like to thank the 2007-08 Board of
directors for their commitment of time and work particular, I would like to highlight three new
to the AEBC. Each National Board member Chapters and their members. Welcome Fraser
brings their unique talents and experiences to Valley, Nanaimo and Halifax! It is expected that
the table and volunteers many hours to promote two more Chapters will join us soon after our
the issues of the AEBC. To Marcia Cummings AGM. I will take the liberty now to welcome both
and Devon Wilkins, who are leaving the Board, I the Brandt and Prince George Chapters to our
look forward to your continuing participation as fold.
Museum

active AEBC members. Devon will continue to
be active as President of the Collingwood To existing Chapters, I would like to thank all
Chapter and Marcia has decided to take a more Executive members for their commitment to the
work of AEBC.
active role in the Toronto Chapter.
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As you can see, we are growing, and with this
growth comes a challenge--a challenge in how
we operate as an organization. Our
membership is our strength and gives our
organization direction and voice.
Our active, hands-on National Board of
Directors has led the way in moving issues
regarding vision loss to the Federal and
Provincial levels. We are now at the point where
the Board of Directors is too small of a group to
continue in the manner they have. In addition,
today, more and more decision makers want to
hear from individuals and groups at the local
level and less from leaders at the national level.
While the Board will continue to keep its fingers
on the pulse of the issues and continue to be
vocal in sustaining our rights and moving the
disability agenda forward, the Board can only do
so much.
It has become clear that it is now time for our
Chapters to take on more of our advocacy and
fundraising projects, and the Board will be there
to support Chapters in taking on a larger share
of our work. As rights holders, we must continue
to speak with one voice and continue to be
heard through our many activities, which involve
our members, Chapters and National Board.
As Canadians focus more and more attention
on our economy, it seems that disability rights
and other human rights are being relegated to
the back burner by our elected members of
parliament and the elected members of our
legislatures. Canadians who are blind, deafblind and partially sighted are still the most
vulnerable in our society. Most of us live in
poverty even though our education levels
increase. To this day, we continue to seek
meaningful jobs, the right to travel, the right to
vote independently and in secret, and access to
information, from print materials to the internet.
The barriers are still there. Although we move
forward in some areas, we seem to fall behind in
others.

voice heard in the legislative assemblies and
parliament, we have come to the understanding
that we have reached full citizenship, but we
have not reached full participation in Canadian
s o c i e t y. A s C a n a d a g r o w s s t r o n g e r
economically, our elected members of
parliament and members of the legislatures will
listen only if we are there; however, we must
expect tangible progress. As citizens, we need
to ensure our voices are heard and that
progress is made.
Progress is taking place in some areas. Many
cities across Canada are putting in more and
more audible pedestrian signals. This is
occurring only because of your voices. Many
cities are having bus stops called out by the
drivers or automatic voice announcements
using GPS technology because of your voices.
More and more pressure is being put on
manufacturers of hybrid and electric cars, so
expect that these vehicles will be fitted with
sound emitters in the near future. Provinces and
States will legislate this and the manufacturers
are being forced to do the right thing. This is the
result of your voices. It is happening not
because of a few, but because of concerted
action. Members of Chapters across this
country are sending letters, making
presentations, visiting their elected officials and
expecting full participation. Advocacy is alive
and well in Canada, and as rights holders we
should be very proud of our accomplishments.

The Alliance for Equality of Blind Canadians,
through its members, through its Chapters,
through its National Committees, and through
its Board, is continuing to speak out, not for
frivolous things but for concrete and tangible
advances that give us full participation and
citizenship in our country. Our future is with our
voice, and as rights holders we expect to be
heard. It is your voice that leads to equality.
Governments and Educators will listen if we
continue to speak out loudly and with
substance. We will continue moving our agenda
forward and continue to expect that our rights to
As we, AEBC members, speak to each other, full participation are fully entrenched, and not
speak out at conferences, deliver our voice considered as just a future possibility.
through briefs and the media, and by having our
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“An active member is like a catalyst that mixes
with their local Chapter and inspires
empowerment.” This is a statement of mine that
speaks for itself. Our voice will only get stronger
if each of us commits to speak out as a Rights
holder. We must expect to participate in our
communities and expect all the rights and

privileges of being Canadian citizens. We do not
need to demand these rights as if someone may
grant them--we already have them, and it is time
to simply expect that our rights and privileges be
respected and given tangible effect, as we are,
indeed, full citizens of Canada.

MY TIME IN TORONTO ~ AEBC’S 2008 AGM
By: Mark Workman
Editor’s Note: Marc Workman serves as AEBC’s the National Board, an idea reinforced in two
National Secretary and is currently working on workshops later that day on Chapter fundraising
his Masters degree in Political Science at the and dealing with the media. Chapter
University of Alberta in Edmonton.
representatives had an excellent opportunity to
exchange ideas that could later be shared and
he Alliance for Equality of Blind put into practice.
Canadians’ 2008 Annual General
Meeting was held at the Days Inn At the time, AEBC had 14 Chapters across
Downtown Toronto from Friday, May 16 to Canada, but two more have since joined.
Sunday, May 18, and attracted 40 or so Visit www.blindcanadians.ca/contact_us/ for
delegates from across the country. For seven further details.
Other business on Saturday
AEBC members, including
included resolutions and
myself, the weekend began
elections to the National
Friday evening at the Royal
Board, with five positions up
Ontario Museum with a guided
for grabs. In addition to the 1st
touch tour of the Chinese
Vice President, Treasurer and
exhibit, thanks to John Rae,
st
Director without Portfolio,
AEBC’s 1 Vice President, who
which remained with John
made the arrangements.
Rae, Anthony Tibbs and
Through the information
Denise Sanders respectively, I
offered by our museum guides
was elected as National
and the ability to touch the
Secretary
and
Brenda Cooke as Director
various artifacts, including several massive
stone statues, we were able to gain insight into without Portfolio, each of us for a one-year term.
the elaborate funeral ceremonies the ancient In the brief time I’ve been a Director, I’ve learned
Chinese held for their emperors and high- just how much work each member of the Board
ranking generals. Then it was off to the subway must do, and I want to thank Marcia Cummings
and the hotel where, once settled in my hotel and Devon Wilkins, who had resigned from their
room, I made my way to the hospitality suite to National Secretary and Director without
meet old acquaintances and to make new ones. Portfolio positions respectively, for dedicating
so much time and energy to the Board over the
The dominant theme of this year’s AGM was years.
decentralization. On Saturday morning, when
Robin East and Anthony Tibbs delivered their Finally, on Sunday morning, May 18, as part of
President’s and Treasurer ’s Reports the Initiative for Equitable Library Access, Mary
respectively, they talked about the changing Frances Laughton, Co-Manager of IELA, held a
composition of the AEBC and the need to three-hour workshop with AEBC members. In
undertake local initiatives. Advocacy, public his opening remarks to the workshop, Robin
education and fundraising can all be done East reiterated the distinction between rights
effectively at the local level, with support from

T
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holders and stakeholders that he introduced in
his President’s Report (see “Your Voice Leads
to Equality” elsewhere in this issue). Blind
Canadians are not simply affected by the
accessibility or inaccessibility of public libraries,
our rights as citizens is what is at
issue for us. AEBC members
spoke intelligently about their
expectations and concerns with
regard to IELA, and I sincerely
hope that the input provided by
our members will be given the
consideration it deserves and
will help influence the path this
initiative takes.
One of the highlights of the weekend was the
four-hour boat cruise on Lake Ontario on
nd
Saturday evening. Richard Quan, 2 Vice
President, and the Toronto Chapter arranged for

a busload of AEBC members and their fourlegged guides to take a dinner cruise. The
volunteers were helpful and much appreciated,
the food was good, the music was playing and
drinks were flowing, and a good time was had by
all. I snuck away from the ruckus
after dinner to sit on the deck and
listen to the water lapping against
the boat and to feel the cool wind
coming off the lake. It was a great
experience, and I thank Richard
and all those who made it
possible.
This was a memorable weekend--a weekend
where I met new people, learned a great deal,
embarked on a new adventure as a Board
member, and got on a boat with 25 dogs! I can’t
wait to see what awaits me at the 2009
Conference in New Westminster, BC.

2008-09 AEBC BOARD OF DIRECTORS
years, he has served on the boards of
organizations like the Coalition on Human
Rights for the Handicapped and the Ontario
Coalition for Social Justice, as well as on
committees within the Canadian Labour
movement. He received the Individual Human
Rights Award from the Ontario Public Service
Employees Union and the AEBC’s Council of
Canadians with Disabilities Award, having
served as AEBC’s President for almost four and
a half years.
President: Robin East, Saskatchewan
Email: east@blindcanadians.ca
Robin, involved in advocacy since the early 80s,
earned a Bachelor’s degree in Social Work, as
well as certificates in Rehabilitation and
Assistive Technology Applications. He is
currently a Computer Analyst with the Canada
Revenue Agency. Among his numerous
volunteer commitments is his position on the
Council of Canadians with Disabilities National
Council.

2nd Vice President: Richard Quan, Ontario
Email: rquan@blindcanadians.ca
Richard holds a law degree and is currently a
Mediator with the Financial Services
Commission of Ontario. His other activities have
included serving on the boards of the Centre for
Independent Living and BALANCE for Blind
Adults. Richard also helped start a Toronto
goalball team and has been a member of the
Glenvale Players acting group.

Treasurer: Anthony Tibbs, Quebec
Email: tibbs@blindcanadians.ca
1st Vice President: John Rae, Ontario
Having already earned a Bachelor of
Email: rae@blindcanadians.ca
John is a retired Program Officer from the Commerce, Anthony is currently studying Law.
Accessibility Directorate of Ontario. Over the During his undergraduate career, he advocated
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for the creation of a student-run service for
learners with disabilities and assisted with its
operations. A former AEBC scholarship
recipient, he now sits on the Finance/Fundraising
Committee, and assists the Education
Committee and youth membership
development projects.
Secretary: Marc Workman, Alberta
Email: mworkman@blindcanadians.ca
Marc received a Bachelor of Arts with honours
and has started his Masters degree in political
science, with the intention of working towards a
PhD in philosophy. He helped establish the
Campus Association of Disability Issues and
has served it as Vice President External. Marc
has also served as Vice President of AEBC’s
Edmonton Chapter. He is new to the National
Board this year.

organizational administration, she developed
an AEBC policy manual and an information
package for Chapters. Currently, she co-chairs
the Human Resources Committee and
participates on the Finance/Fundraising
Committee. Denise received the AEBC 2005
Council of Canadians with Disabilities National
Award.
Director Without Portfolio:
Brenda Cooke, Saskatchewan
Email: bcooke@blindcanadians.ca
Brenda has been active in the disability
consumer movement since the late 1970s and
is on the board of AEBC’s Chapter. As a newly
elected national director, she plans to focus on
AEBC’s magazine and the important issue of
poverty. Brenda’s background includes a
degree in Education and classes in mediation
and Non-profit Management, as well as
operating her own business, for which she was
nominated YWCA Woman of Distinction.

Director Without Portfolio
Denise Sanders, British Columbia
Email: dsanders@blindcanadians.ca
Denise joined our organization in 1996, and has For further information on AEBC’s Officers visit
served as President of the Central Okanagan www.blindcanadians.ca/contact_us/ and follow
Chapter and as AEBC’s National Treasurer. the links. Then, select a Director’s name.
With a background in business and
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HEADLINES & HIGHLIGHTS
HEADLINES & HIGHLIGHTS

B

elow is a sample of activities carried out
over the past six months. More
information can be obtained on some of
these and other items by visiting our website at:
www.blindcanadians.ca, or calling our toll free
number, 1-800-561-4774.

RECENT AEBC ACTIVITIES
- Potential benefits of cross-border
collaboration was the focus of an AEBC board
member’s address as a speaker at the 2008
convention of the American Council of the Blind.
- The Nanaimo, British Columbia, Chapter
organized an educational display for the public
in recognition of the 200th anniversary of Louis
Braille’s birth and the importance of braille, the
system used for reading, writing, mathematics,
and music Notation by blind persons all over the
world.

- Brief was presented at public hearings of the
CRTC (Canadian Radio Television &
Telecommunications Commission), where
AEBC addressed unresolved issues related to
the accessibility of telecommunications and
broadcasting services to persons with
disabilities. The report for the hearings will be - AEBC forms provincial affiliate in British
released and appear on the CRTC website, Columbia. This development will facilitate
probably in spring 2009.
communication among the six BC chapters,
province-wide recognition, and access to
- Airlines consult with the AEBC and others in funding available to provincial groups.
the disabled community on two separate
occasions regarding tactile seat numbering on - Dog First Aid course held in Vancouver was a
planes and the One Person/One Fare ruling that success for the Lower Mainland Chapter and
was made by the Canadian Transportation the people who attended.
Agency (CTA).
- AEBC member wins a court decision. The
- Monthly radio show, An Eye On the North, airs ruling states that a person travelling on planes
on ACB Radio to showcase the diversity with a guide dog must be provided sufficient
amongst blind Canadians.
comfortable space for a guide dog at no extra
cost.
- “Has CNIB forsaken blind Canadians?” is the
question that AEBC asked when it presented at - Concerns about changes to Canada’s postal
the Annual General Meeting of CNIB in order to service are presented in a brief to Canada Post
try to convince voting members that it should Corporation, with recommendations that
remain a requirement that the CNIB CEO be a changes not take place until a Discussion Paper
client (vision-impaired person). The majority of has been released, and a national consultation
voters disagreed and thus any upcoming CEO conducted that includes public hearings
could be a fully sighted person.
throughout the country.
- Four post-secondary students from across - National Board ratifies bylaws and welcomes
Canada win $1,500 scholarships administered two new chapters — Brantford, Ontario, and
by the AEBC.
Prince George, British Columbia.
- Information and Discussion on the AEBC
listserve was recently a-buzz on the subject of
the Registered Disability Savings Plan (RDSP)
that the Federal government has enacted
commencing in the 2008 tax year (see New
Resources in this issue).
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- Saskatoon Chapter co-sponsors a “gadgets
meeting,” with the North Saskatchewan
Independent Living Centre. Everyone had an
opportunity to talk about, show, and give people
hands-on introductions to devices that could
assist them with every day tasks.

- The pilot project to provide low tech Adaptive
Devices concludes in British Columbia, during
which many vision-impaired citizens were able
to apply for and receive low-tech aids to assist
them in their daily lives.

in alternative formats was the focus of an AEBC
board member’s paper presented at a
conference of the National Education
Association of Disabled Students (NEADS).

- A brief was presented to the Ontario Ministry of
- The AEBC continues to press Elections Community and Social Services regarding
Canada for a method of voting that will enable O n t a r i o ’s p r o p o s e d I n f o r m a t i o n a n d
blind electors to independently cast and verify Communications Accessibility Standard, which
how they voted.
is due to make these critical areas accessible by
2025.
- A presentation on the danger of quiet cars was
given at the 2008 International Conference on - A “Key Points for Drivers in Protecting Blind
Low Vision.
Pedestrians” pamphlet was developed and sent
to officials concerned with driver education
- Encouraging publishers and Educators to play across Canada.
a more active role in the availability of materials

NEW RESOURCES

T

he “Disability Rights and Policies” CD, produced by Handicap International, contains key
resources and reference documents regarding the United Nations Convention on the Rights of
Persons with Disabilities. For a free French or English download, visit: http://handicapinternational.fr/bibliographie-handicap/
AccessAblity has produced “Employing the Disabled,” a manual designed to dispel myths about
employing persons with disabilities. For a free download, visit: www.accessability.co.in/files/Employingthe-Disabled.pdf
CNIB and the American Foundation for the Blind have joined forces to create Mentor Match
(www.careerconnect.org/cnib), pairing job seekers with blind and partially sighted mentors working in
the seekers’ field of interest.
CNIB’s SCORE summer camp for teens (www.cnib.ca/score), in addition, offers opportunities for career
development and the learning of job-related skills. Joininfo.ca and workablesolutionsbc.ca attempt to
match persons with disabilities with open-minded employers in Ontario and British Columbia
respectively.
Finally, the Canadian Association of Professionals with Disabilities (www.canadianprofessionals.org)
seeks to promote the inclusion, job retention and advancement of disabled professionals.
The Registered Disability Savings Plan is a new plan initiated by the Federal Government of Canada,
commencing in the 2008 tax year, to assist people with disabilities to have a greater chance for longterm financial security. Government contributes to the plan through Canada Disability Savings Grants
and the Canada Disability Savings Bonds. For more information, call Canada Revenue Agency at: Tel.:
1-800-959-8281; TTY: 1-800-665-0354; or visit the Service Canada website at:
http://www.servicecanada.gc.ca/eng/goc/rdsp.shtml
Information and strategies for financially planning for disabled children is available free of charge at
The Special Needs Planning Group’s website: www.specialneedsplanning.ca.In addition, “Removing
the Mystery: An Estate Planning Guide for Families of People With Disabilities” is available in print and
on CD-ROM from the Ontario Federation for Cerebral Palsy at: www.ofcp.on.ca
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“Teaching Students with Sensory Impairments: Strategies for Mainstream Teachers” contains
techniques and resources for teachers, students, parents and other professionals.
(www.trinity.edu/org/sensoryimpairments)
“A Project to Improve the Learning Outcomes of Students with Disabilities in the Early, Middle and
Post-Compulsory Years of Schooling,” is a research report focusing on the activities, interactions,
materials and teacher knowledge/skills that promote classroom inclusion. The report, as well as a 40page resource called “Students with Disabilities in Mainstream Classrooms,” is available online at:
www.dest.gov.au/schools/losd
The Hadley School for the Blind, which offers tuition-free distance education in accessible formats,
offers the following new or revamped courses: Finding Employment; Business Fundamentals; and
Experience Braille Reading, providing guidelines in reading financial statements, restaurant menus and
more. Call Student Services at 1-800-526-9909 or visit: www.hadley.edu
th

In honour of the 200 anniversary, on January 4, 2009, of Louis Braille’s birth, National Braille Press
offers the following products: a Louis Braille wall poster, free; note cards, $7.99 per box; bookmarks,
$8 per package; a key chain, $5; a lapel pin, $5; and a tactile plaque, $45. To order any of these
products, call 1-800-548-7323 or visit: www.nbp.org
To commemorate the Louis Braille bicentenary, many organizations around the world are holding
celebrations. NBP has launched a website providing information and links to participating groups and
their activities. Visit for more details.
The American Foundation for the Blind's Talking Book Archives includes an electronic finding aid and a
multi-media exhibit, including audio clips from celebrated narrators, letters, press clippings and
photographs from the collection. Visit: www.afb.org/talkingbook
Podcasts of classic novels are available free of charge on the Open Culture website from Stanford
University. Authors include Shakespeare, Wordsworth, Keats, Dickens, Orwell, Austen and Aesop.
Visit: http://fastlink.headstar.com/audbk1
Google Book Search provides full versions of plain text out-of-copyright books instead of PDFs. When
you search for a title at google.com/books, out-of-copyright material will have a “full view” option to
click. The plain text version is available by following the “view plain text” link. Those still under copyright
have a “limited preview” option and only provide restricted access to content.
Key-XL is the largest online database of keyboard shortcuts for hundreds of applications covering all
major operating systems including Windows, Macintosh and Linux. You can search by software title or
by application type, such as web browsers, email programs and photo/imaging. Visit: www.keyxl.com
The New York City Bar Association provides an online paper dealing with why websites should be
accessible to people with disabilities. There is a link to the page that contains both the PDF original and
MP3 files related to the paper, as well as two converted versions in HTML and RTF. Go to:
www.icdri.org/legal/Website_NYC.htm
The WGBH National Center for Accessible Media offers “Accessible Digital Media: Design Guidelines
for Electronic Publications, Multimedia and the Web”, providing step-by-step accessibility solutions for
users with sensory impairments, are available free of charge at http://ncam.wgbh.org/publications/adm
or for the CD version, email access@wgbh.org or call 617-300-5400.
The Inclusive Design Toolkit helps product developers consider the needs of people with all
capabilities, by providing a comprehensive guide to the principles and commercial benefits of inclusive
design. Visit: www.inclusivedesigntoolkit.com
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THANK YOU to the following sponsors of CBM!
ABBOTSFORD, BC
Clearbrook Hitch and
Welding
Marpaul Construction
Ltd.
Sumas First Nations
Van Laar Farms Limited
AINSWORTH HOT
SPRINGS, BC
Jones Boys Boats Ltd.

DAWSON CREEK, BC
Apple Auto Glass
Dawson Creek Daily
News
CAMPBELL RIVER, BC Timberline Pontiac
Buick Ltd.
Bachand Trucking Ltd.
Campbell River
DEVON, AB
Indian Band
Kwakiutl District Council T & T Sand & Gravel
CALGARY, AB
Visions Eyecare Centre
Vita Sport Cycles

CANMORE, AB
Redstone Custom
Window Fashions

ALDERGROVE, BC
Rich Coleman MLA
Aldergrove-Fort Langley CARNDUFF, SK
Fast Trucking Service
ARMSTRONG, BC
Ltd.
Pronto Esso Service
CASTLEGAR, BC
ASSINIBOIA, SK
Glade General Store
Starlite Motel
CHILLIWACK, BC
BANFF, AB
Chilliwack Rafting
Best Western Siding
Company
29 Lodge
Edenbank Trading
Rundlestone Lodge
Company Limited
Hamel’s Window
Coverings
BELLVIEW, SK
R.M.S. Ross
Almighty Voice
Corporation
Education Centre
Stolo Nation Education
BROOKS, AB
For Sight Vision Centre COALDALE, AB
Rock Lake Colony
BURNABY, BC
COOMBS, BC
Marsh & Marsh
Incorporated
Arrowsmith Engineering
Services
CALGARY, AB
COQUITLAM, BC
Mr. T. Joyce
Van Houtte Coffee
Dr. Corrina Iampen
Services Inc.
La Dolce Vita
Restaurant
CRANBROOK, BC
The Eye Site
Alpine Toyota Ltd.
Triple H Hydronics
Upside Engineering

DONALDA, AB
John’s Vending Ltd.

FORT ST. JOHN, BC
Gar-Gil Trucking Ltd.
Husky Transport Ltd.
Peace Vale Dairy Farm
Ltd.
Shepherd’s Inn
GLOVERTOWN, NF
Glovertown Pharmacy
Ltd.

GOD’S LAKE
NARROWS, MB
DRAYTON VALLEY, AB God’s Lake School
Drayton Valley
Insurance Ltd.
GOOD HOPE LAKE, BC
Dease River First
EDMONTON, AB
Nations
A-1 Quality Hottub
Services Incorporated
GRANDE PRAIRIE, AB
Baltyk Meat Products
B.P. Energy Canada
& Deli Limited
Precision Automotive
J.T.R. Enterprises
Machine Shop
Northern Alberta
Prosthetic & Orthotic
GROUARD, AB
Polack Meindersma
Kapown Rehabilitation
& Liddell
Centre
Proline Pipe Equipment
EDSON, AB
Northern Provincial
Pipeline
FALHER, AB
A&M Confectionary
FT MCMURRAY, AB
AAA Plumbing, Heating,
Gas Fitting
Advanced Bottle Depot
Inc.

HAZELTON, BC
United Church Health
Services
HIGH RIVER, AB
Arnold & Arnold,
Lawyers
HOBBEMA, AB
Samson Energy
Services

KAMLOOPS, BC
Fulton & Company
FT SASKATCHEWAN, AB Kamloops Scrap Iron
Gunther Construction
Ltd.
(1988) Limited
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THANK YOU to the following sponsors of CBM!
KASLO, BC
Thomas R. Humphries
Law Office
LAKE LOUISE, AB
Post Hotel

OTTAWA, ON
Dr. Andre Lalonde
PATRICIA, AB
Patricia Hotel

VERNON, BC
SIDNEY, BC
A.J. Finlayson Architects M.Q.N. Architects
Limited
Special T Cleaning Ltd.
VICTORIA, BC
SQUAMISH, BC
Christie Phoenix
Loving Memories
(Victoria) Ltd.
Funeral Services
First Island Financial
Services Limited
ST. ALBERT, AB
Mr. Charles F. Loveless
Sturgeon Valley
Pro Star Mechanical
Physiotherapy Ltd.
Technology

LANGLEY, BC
Antrim Investments Ltd.

PEACE RIVER, AB
Northland School
Division No. 61

LETHBRIDGE, AB
Krushel Farrington
Triple M Housing Ltd.

PICTURE BUTTE, AB
Porcupine Corral
Cleaning (1990) Ltd.

LLOYDMINSTER, BC
R.L. Electric Motor
Rewinding (1995) Ltd.

PORT ALBERNI, BC
Alberni Veterinary Clinic
SURREY, BC
Ltd.
Southridge Building
J.W. Berry Trucking
Supplies
Limited

STANLEY MISSION, SK VULCAN, AB
Stanley Mission Band
Wright Pharmacy Ltd.
Office

MAPLE RIDGE, BC
Ward Watkins Insurance
PRINCE GEORGE , AB SWIFT CURRENT, SK
Brokers Limited
Tel-Rite Services
Larry’s Heavy Hauling
(1990) Ltd.
NANAIMO, BC
TORONTO, ON
Canaccord Capital
PROVOST, AB
Dr. David Futerman
Nanaimo District
Greenglade
MacDonald & Partners
Surfside Society
Construction Ltd.
LLP
NEW WESTMINSTER, BC
PUNNICHY, SK
VANCOUVER, BC
CJP Architects Ltd.
Touch Wood Child &
Aurizon Mines Ltd.
Kearney Columbia
Family Services Inc.
C.D.C. Construction
Bowell Chapel
Limited
RICHMOND, BC
Claymore Clothes Ltd.
NORTH SAANICH, BC
Canada Scaffold Supply Mr. Edward L. Fitch
Arbutus Grove Nursery
Company Limited
Ltd.
Phillips Hager & North
Ebco Metal Finishing
Investment
Management
NORTH VANCOUVER, BC
SASKATOON, SK
Stevens & Associates
Colin W. Craig
Ball & Sons Heating
Immigration Services
Architecture
Company Limited
Teck Cominco Ltd.
Ocean Pacific Med Tec
Kenderdine Medical
Vancouver Native
Ltd.
Clinic
Health Society
West End Guest House
OKOTOKS, AB
SCHOMBERG, ON
Western Wheel
VANDERHOOF, BC
Sheena’s Kitchen
Vanderhoof Cooperative
Association
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WESTLOCK, AB
G.L. Agencies Limited
WEYBURN, SK
B. May Plumbing &
Heating Limited
WHITECOURT, AB
Super 8 Motel
WINLAW, BC
Slocan Valley Planner
Mills
WINNIPEG, MB
St. James Hotel

THANK YOU to the following sponsors of CBM!
A&W
PO Box 4738
Barrhead, AB T7N 1A6
Tel: 780-674-7666

Birch Mountain
Enterprises Ltd.
PO Box 5445
Fort McMurray, AB
T9H 3G4 www.bmel.ca
Tel: 780-828-4608
Fax: 780-742-2013

A&W Wainright
1506 27th Street
Wainright, AB T9W 0A4
Tel: 780-845-9829
Brewers Select
1455 Youville Drive
Allan Vinni Law Office Orleans, ON K1C 6Z7
Unit G - 8219 Fraser Ave www.brewersselect.com
Fort McMurray, AB
Tel: 613-830-6154
T9H 0A2
Fax: 613-824-0590
Tel: 780-790-9474
C.A.W. T.C.A. Canada
Anishnabie Naadmaagi Local 114
Gamig Treatment
326 Twelfth Street
New Westminster, BC
Centre
V3M 4H6
PO Box 568
Blind River, ON P0R 1B0 www.caw114.bc.ca
Tel: 604-524-9457
Tel: 705-356-1681
Fax: 604-524-0419
Fax: 705-356-1684
Aquilini Investment
Group Inc.
#1-510 West Hastings St
Vancouver, BC V6B 1L8
Tel: 604-687-8813
Fax: 604-682-6183

CKB Construction
(2004) Ltd.
10828 209 St.
Edmonton, AB T5S 1Z9
www.ckbconstruction.com
Tel: 780-453-6611
Fax: 780-454-3168

Armstrong & Quaile
Associates Incorporated
5858 Rideau Valley Drive
Manotick, ON K4M 1B3
www.A-Q.com
Tel: 613-692-0751
Fax: 613692-0499

Com Chek Auto
Electric
103-1952 Kingsway Ave
Port Coquitlam, BC V3C 6C2
Tel/Fax: 604-944-4700
We also do mechanical!

Best Western
Regency Inn
121 Edmonton Trail SE
Airdrie, AB T4B 1S2
www.bestwestern.com
Tel: 403-948-3838
Fax: 403-912-2177

Eagle Whistle
Children’s Centre
Incorporated
P.O. Box 95
Saddle Lake, AB T0A 3T0
Tel: 780-726-2250
Fax: 780-726-2217

Executive House Hotel
777 Douglas St.
Victoria, BC
V8W 2B5
www.executivehouse.com
Tel: 800-663-7001
Fax: 250-385-1323

Olga Ilich MLA
Richmond Centre
#300 - 8120 Granville Ave
Richmond, BC V6Y 1P3
www.olgailichmla.bc.ca
Tel: 604-775-0754
olga.ilich.mla@leg.bc.ca

Ferguson Simek Clark
International
10411 125 Street NW
Edmonton, AB
T5N 4A2
Tel: 780-452-7272
Fax: 780-453-1300

International &
Heritage Languages
Association
3rd Floor 10010 105 St
Edmonton, AB
T5J 1C4
www.ihla.ca
Tel: 780-428-5510
Gordon Campbell MLA Fax: 780-421-0175
Vancouver Point Grey
3615 4th Ave W.
Iron Workers 720
www.gordoncampbellmla.bc.ca 10504 122 Street NW
Vancouver, BC
Edmonton, AB
V6R 1P2
T5N 1M6
Tel: 604-660-3202
Tel: 780-482-0720
Fax: 604-660-5488
Fax: 780-482-0874
Gregoire Esso Ltd.
312 Gregoire Drive
Fort McMurray, AB
T9H 3R2
Tel: 780-743-5016
Hi-Way 13 Transport
Limited
4621 39 Street
Camrose, AB
T4V 0Z4
Tel: 780-672-4471

Johnny’s European
Tailors
3258 West Broadway
Vancouver, BC
V6K 2H4
Tel: 604-734-4748
Fax: 604-730-4722
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AEBC Membership Form / CBM Magazine Subscription / Donation information
For details on the benefits of Active, Supporting, and Lifetime memberships, or about the Canadian Blind
Monitor magazine (published twice a year) call 1-800-561-4774 or e-mail us at info@blindcanadians.ca.
Please complete the following form and circle the choices that apply.
Circle membership type:

Active ($5 per year)

Supporting (free)

Lifetime ($50 one-time fee)

If you are already a member of the AEBC, circle your chapter location:
Fraser Valley

Kelowna

Victoria

Calgary

Ottawa-Gatineau

Nanaimo

Prince George

Edmonton

South Georgian Bay

Circle preferred correspondence format: Print
Circle preferred CBM magazine format:

Print

Saskatoon
Toronto

Large Print
Braille

Vancouver
Winnipeg

Montreal
Braille
Cassette

Brantford
Halifax

Cassette
E-mail

E-mail

CD

CD

Name: ......................................................... Organization/Company: ..................................
Mailing Address: .....................................................................................................................
Telephone: ................................................. Email: ................................................................
Privacy Policy
We are committed to protecting the privacy, confidentiality, accuracy and security of any personal
information that we collect, use, retain, and disclose in the course of the programs we offer. If you have
any questions about protecting your personal privacy or our privacy policy, please feel free to contact our
Compliance Officer by phone at 1-800-561-4774 or by e-mail at info@blindcanadians.ca.
I hereby grant the AEBC or its representatives the authority to contact me using my personal information
as stated above.
I, the undersigned, hereby apply for membership in the AEBC and I pledge to participate actively in the
effort of the AEBC to achieve equality and opportunity for blind, deaf-blind, and partially sighted
Canadians. I pledge to support the policies and programs of the AEBC and to abide by its Charter by
Letters patent and bylaws and general rules of conduct.

Printed Name: .................................................................................Date: .............................
Signature: ................................................................................................................................
Please send your completed membership and/or CBM subscription to:
AEBC, PO Box 2O262 RPO Town Centre, Kelowna, BC V1Y9H2

Donations and Bequests
If you wish to make a donation in support of the AEBC, its public awareness initiatives, scholarship grants
or mentorship program, you may choose to provide a charitable donation through your Last Will and
Testament. Simply name “Alliance for Equality of Blind Canadians” as a beneficiary. You may choose to
leave AEBC a specific amount of money or property, a percentage of your estate, or a portion of the
remainder of your estate after family, friends and other charities have received their share. If you are
considering any of these options, please discuss your preferences with loved ones, as well as your
financial and legal advisors.
For more information about donations, please contact Anthony Tibbs, National Treasurer, at AEBC’s
national office by phone at 1-800-561-4774 or by e-mail at tibbs@blindcanadians.ca.
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Kennedy’s Sports Pub
11906 88 Avenue
Delta, BC V4C 3C8
Email: kenpub@telus.net
Tel: 604-590-2366
Fax: 604-590-6476
King Dale Contracting Inc.
Box 16 Buck Lake, AB
T0C 0T0
Tel: 780-542-0970
Services include firewood
sales, backhoe, bobcat
& gravel trucks
Lehder - Providing
Integrated Solutions
Point Edward, ON N7V 1X4
Tel: 519-336-4401
AB: 780-462-4099
www.lehder.com
Mountain Wellness
Day Spa
PO Box 457
Jasper, AB T0E 1E0
Tel: 780-852-3252
Mundo Peetabeck
Education Authority
PO Box 31 Fort Albany, ON
P0L 1H0
Tel: 705-278-3390
Fax: 705-278-1049
mundo_peetabeck@yahoo.ca
New West Electric Limited
8-2280 39 Avenue NE
Calgary, AB T2E 6P7
www.newwestelectric.com
Tel: 403-286-5317
Fax: 403-288-2718
Oak Environmental
Incorporated
103-4712 13 Street NE
Calgary, AB T2E 6P1
Tel: 403-250-9810

Petro Canada Bulk Sales
5020 56th St.
Wetaskiwin, AB
T9A 1V9
Tel: 780-352-7191
Royal Canadian Legion
Strathcona Branch #150
9020 51 Avenue NW
Edmonton, AB T6E 5X4
Tel: 780-433-1908
Fax: 780-439-5225
Red Arrow Motor Coach
20-10014 104 Street NW
Edmonton, AB
T5J 0Z1
Tel: 780-425-9451
Red Coach Inn
PO Box 760
100 Mile House, BC
V0K 2E0
Tel: 250-395-2266
Fax: 250-395-2446
redcoachinn@shawcable.ca
Santori Medical Supplies
7985 Granville Street
Vancouver, BC
V6P 4Z3
Tel: 604-261-5500
Fax: 604-261-5535
Simard Insurance
Agencies Limited
PO Box 18
High Prairie, AB
T0G 1E0
Tel: 780-523-4524
Fax: 780-523-5633
The Stoney Tribe Child
& Family Services
Morley, AB
T0L 1N0
Tel: 403-881-3900
Fax: 403-881-3919

Tony Roma’s
102-10745 117 Avenue
Grande Prairie, AB
T8V 7N6
Tel: 780-538-4546
Fax: 780-538-9893
Tres Chic Fashions
& Bridal
2055 W. Edmonton Mall
Edmonton, AB T5T 3J7
www.treschic.ca
Tel: 780-414-1307
Fax: 780-414-1332
Trevor Brown Upholstery
5679 116 Avenue
Edmonton, AB T5M 3W1
www.trevorbrown.com
Tel: 780-451-1812
Fax: 780-454-8589
Tristar Collision
12720B 101 Street
Edmonton, AB T5E 4E5
Tel: 780-472-1544
Fax: 780-475-7795
Twin Willows Golf Club
1411 156 St.
Edmonton, AB T6V 1J2
Tel: 780-447-2934
Vinton Centre
Carpets Limited
12903 54 Street NW
Edmonton, AB T5A 5E5
vintoncarpets@shaw.ca
Tel: 780-476-0661
Fax: 780-473-2575

Please
support
our proud
CBM
sponsors!

